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Abstract: Power systems are increasingly affected by various sources of uncertainty at all levels.
The investigation of their effects thus becomes a critical challenge for their design and operation.
Sensitivity Analysis (SA) can be instrumental for understanding the origins of system uncertainty,
hence allowing for a robust and informed decision-making process under uncertainty. The SA value
as a support tool for model-based inference is acknowledged; however, its potential is not fully
realized yet within the power system community. This is due to an improper use of long-established
SA practices, which sometimes prevent an in-depth model sensitivity investigation, as well as to
partial communication between the SA community and the final users, ultimately hindering non-
specialists’ awareness of the existence of effective strategies to tackle their own research questions.
This paper aims at bridging the gap between SA and power systems via a threefold contribution:
(i) a bibliometric study of the state-of-the-art SA to identify common practices in the power system
modeling community; (ii) a getting started overview of the most widespread SA methods to support
the SA user in the selection of the fittest SA method for a given power system application; (iii) a
user-oriented general workflow to illustrate the implementation of SA best practices via a simple
technical example.

Keywords: sensitivity analysis; global sensitivity analysis; local sensitivity analysis; variance-based
sensitivity analysis; uncertainty analysis; Monte Carlo simulation; power system; bibliometric study;
literature review; decision-making

1. Introduction

Uncertainty, the substance of science [1], pervades the modeling activity of any scien-
tific field; power systems are no exception. Power systems, from planning to operation,
from implementation to management, are increasingly affected by various uncertainty
sources, e.g., the volatility of newly introduced energy resources (generation, storage,
consumption), inaccurate forecasts of weather and load behavior, measurement errors,
communication network random delays, incomplete knowledge of component reliability,
partial information about the system topology, etc. Investigation of the effects of all rel-
evant uncertainty sources—ultimately impacting the decision-making process—is thus
a critical challenge: Sensitivity Analysis (SA) can play a crucial role for its solution by
enabling “informed decisions” under uncertainty. Before proceeding further, the general
SA framework has to be briefly introduced.

1.1. Sensitivity Analysis: A Quick Glance
1.1.1. Some Useful Definitions

In generic terms, SA studies how—and to what extent—variations in the inputs of
a model affect the uncertainty of its output. In this work, the term model is adopted
to generically refer to as any numerical procedure or algorithm aiming at reproducing
the behavior of a real-world system, to be ultimately used, e.g., for forecast, estimation,
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calibration, etc. During the building process of a model, a set of “elements” must be
defined beforehand: type and structure of the model, model equation parameters, initial
and boundary conditions, spatial/temporal resolution levels, forcing data (e.g., time series),
alternative scenarios, etc. Each of these elements represents an “assumption” and is
inevitably affected by some degree of uncertainty due to, e.g., imperfect knowledge of the
model description, data imprecision and/or incompleteness, inherent randomness in the
model behavior, etc. The assumptions of interest for the analyst-–which are allowed to vary
and be changed prior to model execution so as to assess their impact—are referred to as
model input factors (or simply inputs). A rather obvious (though not trivial) consequence
of this definition is that, in the context of SA, the analyst can gain no insight into those
assumptions that are kept fixed and hence fall outside the set of selected model inputs [2].
The set of all possible combinations of the model inputs’ values is called the input space
Ω. By running the model for any particular combination of values of the model inputs,
the resulting variable of interest for the analyst is called the model output, which can
be, e.g., an objective function, a prediction function, etc. It is noteworthy that often the
outcome of interest for the analyst is not necessarily the model output per se, but rather a
quantity related to the question the model should try to answer. For example, if the interest
is evaluating the performance of a certain voltage control algorithm, the model output to
consider would not necessarily be the voltage value at each grid node, but rather some
ensemble metrics, e.g., the number of overvoltages.

Given these definitions, it is natural to adopt the following notation:

y = g(x) = g(x1, x2, . . . , xK) (1)

where y is the model output (scalar, for convenience), x = [x1, x2, . . . , xK] is the vector of
the model inputs x1, x2, ..., xK, and g(·) is the generic model function, which describes the
relationship between the inputs and output. It is noteworthy that g(·) might be analytically
unknown or mathematically too complex to treat, which is not uncommon in power system
applications. In these cases the model is regarded as a “black-box”, i.e., accessible only via
simulation by observing the values of the output y produced by querying the model at
specific input values (x1, x2, . . . , xK).

1.1.2. Role of Sensitivity Analysis and Its Connection with Uncertainty Analysis

If appropriately performed, SA is able to efficiently scrutinize model inputs’ uncer-
tainties, hence representing a valuable tool at various levels of the modeling activity (such
as model design, validation and control, parameter estimation, prioritization of future
research, investigation of the model structure, reduction of model dimensionality, etc.),
ultimately being key to building decision-makers’ understanding [3]. The relevance of
SA is widely acknowledged also as a model quality assurance tool, and its adoption is
even recommended by international regulatory guidelines. For example, in the Impact
Assessment Guidelines of the European Commission [4], it is stated that “sensitivity analysis
can be used to explore how the impacts of the options you are analysing would change in response to
variations in key parameters and how they interact”, whereas according to the United States
Environmental Agency [5]: “sensitivity analysis should be used early and often” and “should
preferably be able to deal with a model regardless of assumptions about a model’s linearity and
additivity, consider interaction effects among input uncertainties, [. . . ], and evaluate the effect
of an input while all other inputs are allowed to vary as well”. This notwithstanding, SA still
experiences some methodological shortcomings when applied by the modeling community,
sometimes due to the reluctance to abandon long-established practices [6–8]; this applies
also with regard to the power system field as demonstrated in this paper.

Exemplary questions that SA can answer are:

• Which model inputs produce the largest variation in the model output, where,
and/or when?

• Which are the non-influential model inputs that can be confidently excluded from
the analysis?
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• Which parts of the input space produce model output values below or above a
certain threshold?

• What is the impact on the model output in response to varying model inputs with
respect to a baseline value?

• Does the model behavior agree with the modeler’s underlying assumptions?
• In which region of the input space does a specific condition remain optimal?
• How much would model-based inference change with alternative modeling assumptions?

To fully investigate the effect of all uncertainty sources on the model output (and
ultimately on the decision-making process based on it, e.g., in terms of control actions), SA
is generally used in combination with Uncertainty Analysis (UA): either analysis represents
a valuable complement to the other. UA and SA, although sometimes assuming unclear
or even conflating meanings across different disciplines [6], are intended in this paper as
distinct—though closely related—activities and are defined as follows [9].

Definition 1. Uncertainty analysis is the characterization of the model output uncertainty due to
the different sources of uncertainty in the model inputs.

Definition 2. Sensitivity analysis is the study of how the uncertainty in the model output can be
apportioned to the different sources of uncertainty in the model inputs.

Figure 1 offers a visual description of the UA-SA framework. First, the model inputs to
study under the UA-SA framework are defined and their uncertainty is characterized. Then,
the model inputs’ uncertainty is propagated forward (e.g., via Monte Carlo simulation)
through the model all the way to the output, and its resulting uncertainty can be estimated
with UA, e.g., by empirically building a histogram of the output values’ distribution or
by extracting some summary statistics such as the mean, variance, median, coefficient of
variation, percentiles, confidence intervals, etc. A comprehensive treatment of UA—which
is outside the scope of this paper—can be found in [10]. UA stops at the stage of estimating
output uncertainty—e.g., to assess whether the model will be functioning within certain
specification limits when the model inputs are affected by uncertainty—without practically
attributing it to the different model inputs: here is where SA comes into play to identify
which modeling assumptions are mainly responsible for the model output uncertainty
and, possibly, to what extent, by computing “sensitivity measures” of interest to quantify,
e.g., the relative contribution of each model input to the total output uncertainty. Results
coming from SA can be used, in turn, as feedback, e.g., to refine inputs’ uncertainty or
revise the model definition and iteratively run the whole UA-SA activity.

Ideally, UA is run as a first step (the model output uncertainty needs to be estimated
before being apportioned to the different uncertainty sources), and SA is afterwards per-
formed by using information coming from UA to extract the corresponding sensitivity
measures. However, various applications exist for which the preliminary UA step is not
necessary, but the focus is immediately towards SA (e.g., in the context of model calibration,
optimization, and control theory).
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Figure 1. High-level visualization of the UA-SA framework. Note that the influence of the model elements, which are kept
fixed (i.e., the assumptions excluded from the set of model inputs), cannot be explored by UA and SA, although being part
of the model definition.

1.1.3. Why So Many Sensitivity Analysis Techniques?

By quickly glancing at the content table of any SA handbook (e.g., [9–13]), it is evident
that the literature offers a plethora of SA methods among which non-specialist users may
easily get lost trying to choose the fittest for their problem. Although SA ultimately consists
of a simple “perturb-and-observe” approach—where the model input values are repeatedly
changed and the effect on the model output is evaluated—the vast set of SA techniques
originates in an elementary argument. In fact, unless the analyst’s interest simply lies in
evaluating the effects of small variations of a restricted set of model inputs, the exploration
of the whole model input space is revealed to be a hard task if not supported by “smart”
sampling strategies (i.e., how the model inputs are perturbed, or “sampled”, to observe the
model behavior). Consider a hypothetical model with ten inputs, each of them assuming
three different values or “levels” (e.g., minimum, mean and maximum value), for example
a microgrid with ten connected energy sources such as photovoltaic systems, wind farms,
energy storage systems, etc., each of them with three different penetration levels (e.g.,
0%, 50%, 100%) in the context of a network stability study. By using a brute-force (also
known as “grid search”) approach, the study of all input levels’ combinations would imply
running the model already at almost 60,000 combinations. Intuitively, when the model
dimensionality (i.e., the number of model inputs) becomes progressively higher and the
model input uncertainty shall be studied more thoroughly than by considering just a small
set of levels, the complexity of the SA problem can quickly—and often dramatically—
increase (because of the so-called “curse of dimensionality”), with the brute-force approach
becoming quite hopeless. Therefore, over the recent years, SA practitioners have constantly
been engaging in developing more and more sophisticated SA techniques—often leveraging
the specific features of their own application area—in the attempt to find a good balance
between SA informative content and acceptable computational load under a resource-
saving context. Not surprisingly, SA has its roots in the “Design of Experiments” (DoE)
theory dating back to the early 20th Century [14], which encompasses different statistical
methods for efficiently laying out a thorough plan in advance of carrying out (potentially
time-expensive) experiments.

1.1.4. Classification of Sensitivity Analysis Methods

SA methods can be classified into “local” or “global” under the input space exploration
viewpoint and into “One-At-a-Time” (OAT) or “All-At-a-Time” (AAT) according to the
adopted sampling strategy [9,15]:

• Traditionally, it has been common practice across the scientific community, not only in
the power system area, to adopt local SA approaches (e.g., [16–20]). In local SA, input
variability is studied around just a specific baseline point x0, with the model inputs
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being varied over a small neighborhood (“locally”, indeed) around x0, which is usually
the user’s operational/nominal point or what is believed to be the “appropriate” or
“best known” configuration. Consequently, local sensitivity measures (such as ∂y

∂xi
,

i.e., the model output partial derivative with respect to each of the model inputs), are
dependent on the specific input space location x0 at which they are computed. On the
other hand, global SA approaches aim at exploring (at least conceptually) the whole
input space, i.e., by encompassing the full range of model inputs’ variability and not
only the neighborhood of x0 [21]. It is worth noting that the applicability of local SA is
valid only for “small” changes, and it is limited to just a small neighborhood around
x0, unless the model is proven to be linear in all its inputs (whereby ∂y

∂xi
remains

constant for any x0). Importantly, if the model is nonlinear to a certain degree or
large uncertainty affects the model inputs, as is often the case in power systems, local
SA provides only an incomplete view of model sensitivity behavior and might offer
misleading information when used for speculating upon model sensitivity behavior at
a “global” level. On the other hand, global SA, though being generally more expensive
than local SA, allows for the full accounting of model inputs’ uncertainty by pursuing
a complete exploration of the input space;

• Besides the distinction between global and local, SA methods can be divided between
OAT and AAT according to the sampling strategy viewpoint. In OAT approaches, the
model inputs are varied one by one, in turn, while keeping all the others fixed at their
baseline values. In AAT approaches, instead, the model inputs are simultaneously
varied, e.g., as Monte Carlo simulations. The OAT sampling strategy is by far the
most popular approach applied in SA, probably due to its inherent simplicity and
intuitiveness [6,8]. In fact, changing one input at a time while holding all other inputs
constant logically implies that whatever observed effect on the model output can be
uniquely attributed to the specific perturbed input. However, as further discussed in
Section 2, OAT approaches—though well matched to the analyst’s intuitive way of
thinking—suffer from a major drawback: due to their nature, they cannot detect the
presence of model inputs’ interactions, which thus remain unexplored. In other words,
OAT strategies can reveal only the individual contribution of a given model input,
whereas higher-order effects are allowed to emerge only via AAT designs, i.e., by
moving (perhaps counter-intuitively at first glance) more than one input at a time.

1.1.5. Remark on Local and Global Sensitivity Analysis

Generally, local SA methods adopt OAT approaches, whereas global SA methods may
utilize either OAT or AAT sampling strategies. From the previous discussion, it follows
that local/OAT SA methods might not yield a full insight into the “true” effect of model
inputs’ uncertainty, apart from particular circumstances (e.g., linear models) where the
local sensitivity behavior of the model is informative also at a global level. However,
local SA approaches are not wrong per se: there is plenty of literature across different
scientific disciplines adopting, e.g., derivative-based methods (such as adjoint methods [13],
gradient-based optimization [22], differential importance measures [23], tolerance analysis
for linear programming [24], etc.), and the availability of, e.g., automated differentiation
methods [25,26] is an invaluable tool especially for large-dimensional systems. In fact,
sometimes, the analyst’s research question can be oriented toward investigating what
happens in the vicinity of a somehow “optimal” or “predetermined” point of interest
(e.g., to study the effect of infinitesimal perturbations around a baseline), or other times,
the model at hand features some linearity degree, thus ensuring the sensitivity measure
values remain reasonably constant over the model input space. In these situations, resorting
to local SA methods might be a justified choice. However, problems start arising when
local SA is improperly used, e.g., to assess the relative importance of model inputs in
the presence of (finite ranges of) uncertainty: in these circumstances, as the input/output
relationship becomes less linear, the effectiveness of local sensitivity measures decreases
to the point where they can even totally fail to spot important model inputs. Since SA
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is often used as a support tool by analysts, modelers, and (more broadly) stakeholders,
the adoption of inaccurate or low-informative SA might ultimately affect the consequent
decision-making process [27].

1.1.6. Desirable Features of Sensitivity Analysis

As noted in [9], desirable properties that should characterize an SA method are:

• Ability to cope with scale/shape effects, i.e., incorporation of the whole variation
range of the inputs and their distribution;

• Inclusion of multidimensional averaging, i.e., exploration of the input space at a global
scale by simultaneously varying all inputs so as to let potential interactions emerge;

• Independence from any prior assumption on the model form, i.e., possibility to apply—
and, more importantly, trust—the sensitivity measure regardless of the validity of
specific model properties (an SA method possessing this property is “model-free”);

• Ability to deal with groups of model inputs, i.e., capacity to treat sets of inputs as if
they were single inputs to facilitate the agility of result interpretation.

SA methods that own these features (such as the variance-based SA techniques de-
scribed in Section 2.3.3) are capable of effectively studying how and how much the model
output is affected by the different model inputs’ uncertainty (both individually and through
interactions among them), thus offering an in-depth exploration of the model sensitivity
behavior and providing more defensible results, as well as sturdy conclusions [28,29].

1.2. Sensitivity Analysis for Power Systems

SA has a long tradition in the power system field [30,31]. SA applications can be
recorded in a variety of contexts, e.g., voltage control [32–37], frequency support [38,39],
reliability analysis [19,40,41], voltage stability analysis [42], network planning [43,44],
design [45,46] and reconfiguration [47], transient analysis [48,49], energy sources opti-
mization [50,51], and optimal device placement [52]. Traditionally, SA has been largely
performed by adopting linear techniques, such as the adjoint network method [53,54],
Jacobian method [55], and trajectory sensitivity [48], ultimately leading to derivative-based
sensitivity coefficients, which have been widely adopted in modern power system engineer-
ing. Quite widespread are also more general “perturb-and-observe” approaches [56,57],
based on changing model inputs with small perturbations (e.g., varying active and reactive
power injections by a fixed fraction of their nominal values) and observing their effect
on some quantity of interest (e.g., the voltage magnitude at a specific bus). Both linear
techniques and perturb-and-observe approaches fall into the category of local SA and study
the system behavior around a specific operating point (for static systems) or trajectory
(for dynamic systems), ultimately relying on first-order approximations. Despite their
proved efficiency in many power system applications, these local SA methods capture the
effect of small changes only around a specific baseline. Therefore, they might be inaccurate
when the system is affected by large uncertainty and nonlinearities (e.g., interactive effects)
as in today’s power systems due, e.g., to the increasingly large penetration of renewable
energy sources and power electronics components, as well as to the complexity of system
control architectures. When the exploration of the inputs’ full uncertainty range is of
interest and model linearity assumptions are unjustified or too unrealistic to hold, local
SA might produce even drastically different baseline-dependent results (as demonstrated
in Section 2.2 via a simple exemplification) and, hence, turns out to be inappropriate and
not sufficiently informative for completely describing the system sensitivity behavior. To
overcome these pitfalls, global SA is the suggested choice. However, despite its undoubted
potential for the study of complex power systems under uncertainty, the adoption of global
SA is still limited in the power system community, starting to receive more attention only
in the last decade [39,58–62].

1.3. Motivation and Objectives of the Paper

This paper is motivated by the following considerations:
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1. There is a widely common conviction—see, e.g., the recent position paper [63] by
a multidisciplinary authorship team with expertise in SA—that the benefits of SA,
despite its wide potential, are not yet fully realized and its role in supporting modelers
and experimenters is often not fully exploited across the different research fields.
As demonstrated in this paper, this applies also to the power system community,
due not only to terminology problems (e.g., what is really meant by “sensitivity
analysis”), but supposedly also to the plethora of techniques available for performing
SA, among which the (potentially beginner) SA user might easily get lost, remaining
doubtful about the most suitable method for the application at hand;

2. Although other SA reviews are available in different research fields (e.g., in the
context of chemical [64], environmental [15], Earth-system [65], and hydrological [66]
modeling), to the best of the authors’ knowledge, a thorough and up-to-date literature
review on the usage of SA methods within the power system modeling community is
missing;

3. Unlike local SA, global SA techniques are undoubtedly less spread throughout the
power system modeling community, being sometimes improperly applied or not even
known (maybe because of partial communication among SA practitioners and SA
final users, the relatively young age of global SA, the lack of statistical training, or the
absence of discipline-specific application examples [6,27,63]).

Accordingly, the goals of the present review paper are:

1. To provide (in Section 2) an introductory overview of the main SA methods available
to the power system community, with particular focus on methodological bases, prop-
erties (weaknesses and strengths), and applicability boundaries, ultimately guiding
the user in the best-fitting SA technique quest for the problem of concern;

2. To present (in Section 3) a gap-filling systematic and critical literature review of the
SA practice state-of-the-art in the power system field, with a suggested high-level
categorization of power system applications according to the SA framework;

3. To furnish (in Section 4) a ready-to-use and operational-oriented general workflow
with illustration of the recommended steps for running global SA and a discussion of
the user’s relevant choices.

Additionally, the overarching aim of this paper is bridging the gap between power
system experts and the SA realm, ultimately triggering a discussion on (and awareness of)
SA within the power system community.

1.4. Intended Audience for the Paper

On the one hand, the present paper targets all power system researchers and prac-
titioners, providing them with: (i) a detailed discipline-specific literature review of SA
practices; (ii) a concise, but effective description of the most widely used SA methods
with detailed references for further engaging with the SA literature; (iii) a ready-to-use
general workflow in the form of a technical tutorial to guide in the operative application of
global SA (possibly promoting its routine adoption). On the other hand, SA researchers
can find in this paper an up-to-date presentation of the state-of-the-art of SA methods in
the power system field, as similar review works have done with regard to other research
fields [15,64–66]. It is worth saying that this literature review work is considered to be
representative of the status quo of SA in the power system sector, though without claiming
to be comprehensive.

1.5. Structure of the Paper

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 offers an operative
review of some selected SA methods. Section 3 describes the bibliometric study carried out
to analyze the SA status quo within the power system field and provides the corresponding
outcomes. Section 4 illustrates a practical general workflow for running global SA with
the help of a technical example. Section 5 presents provides a list of operative hints for
adopting SA. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2. Operative Review of Sensitivity Analysis Methods

This section provides a review of the most widely adopted SA methods in power sys-
tem applications as a result of the bibliometric study presented in Section 3. The reviewed
SA methods are presented following the local/global categorization and are summarized
in Table 1. The mathematical details are minimized, and instead, focus is put on an
intuitive description of the methodology, operational properties (including cost of the
analysis), and applicability limits of the reviewed SA methods. A “toy function” is used
for exemplification throughout the section.

Table 1. Summary of the SA methods reviewed in Section 2 with the specification of the adopted sampling strategy (OAT or
AAT) and the correspondent main sensitivity measure(s). A general indication of the approximate computational cost is also
given in terms of model runs as a function of the model inputs’ number K, even if greatly dependent also on considerations
such as model smoothness and analysis purpose.

SA Type SA Method Sampling Strategy Sensitivity Measure Computational Cost

Local SA

Tornado Diagram OAT ∆+
i y, ∆−i y ∼2K

One-Way SA OAT hi(xi) ≥2K
Scenario Analysis AAT — Number of Scenarios
Differential SA OAT S∂

i ∼K

Global SA

Morris Method OAT µ̂i, µ̂∗i , σ̂2
i ∼10K

Correlation Analysis AAT PEARi, SPEARi >10K
Regression Analysis AAT SRCi, SRRCi >10K

Variance-Based SA AAT Si, Ti
>10K (with Metamodel) or
>100K (via Direct Estimation)

2.1. The Toy Example

The toy example adopted throughout Section 2 is described hereafter. It is noteworthy
that the motivation for adopting a simple analytical example (purposely released from
any specific power system application) is threefold. First, it shows the specific SA method
at work, helping the (potentially SA beginner) reader to better understand it. Second,
the self-evident sensitivity pattern of the toy model enables the reader to intuitively infer
beforehand the behavior of its output as a function of the model inputs, hence allowing the
comparison of each SA method outcome with the reader’s preliminary expectation. Third,
the simplicity of the toy function enables discussing in quantitative terms how the specific
SA method behaves in the case that its underlying assumptions are not verified, ultimately
allowing a straightforward evaluation of the errors arising therefrom (e.g., in terms of
wrong model inputs’ ranking, missed detection of interactive effects, etc.)

As a toy example, consider the following model g(x):

y = g(x) = x2
1 − x2 + 4x1x3 (2)

where y is the scalar model output and x = [x1, x2, x3] is the vector of model inputs. This
model is assumed to be deterministic, i.e., whenever the model inputs are set to a specific
value x0, the resulting model output always assumes the same value y0 = g(x0). The focus
of this paper is on deterministic models only, whereas stochastic models—in which a
random value of y is obtained whenever the model inputs are set to x0 as, e.g., in the case
of agent-based models—are not considered. SA in the context of stochastic models was
tackled, e.g., in [67,68].

Despite its apparent simplicity, the structure of the model in Equation (2) is character-
ized by a combination of “relevant” functions: a quadratic term, a negative linear term, and
an interactive term. Formally speaking, this model is nonlinear (due to x2

1 and x1x3) and
non-additive (due to x1x3). As such, it is intended to broadly represent a wide set of power
systems’ typical functions (without representing a specific one of them), e.g., the power
balance equations of a power flow problem, the synchronous machine models and associ-
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ated control systems, the current–voltage relationships of power electronic components
(e.g., diodes, transistors), etc.

The three model inputs are considered to be uncertain to reflect—in general terms—
the randomness affecting today’s power systems, where, e.g., circuit elements are man-
ufactured with tolerances, circuit component failure/repair rates can only be estimated,
forecast and measurements are affected by errors or uncontrollable variability, high volatil-
ity energy resources (such as renewable and consumer-owned sources) are introduced
in the energy mix, etc. In particular, imagine that the “true” values of x1, x2, x3 are not
exactly known by the analyst and the following plausible ranges of variation are defined:
x1 ∈ [−0.5, 0.5], x2 ∈ [0.5, 1.5], x3 ∈ [0, 1]. Consider just the minimum (x−i ) and maximum
(x+i ) values for each model input to be sufficient for performing all the local SA meth-
ods reviewed in Section 2.2, since they are performed under a deterministic framework,
i.e., without the requirement to assign specific Probability Density Functions (PDFs) to the
model inputs: any value between x−i and x+i is a possible value of xi, without a specific
probability information associated to it. However, when turning to global SA methods,
a probabilistic framework has to be adopted by considering PDFs that reflect the analyst’s
uncertain knowledge about the model inputs. Hence, for the global SA methods reviewed
in Section 2.3, assume that the model inputs are independent (i.e., with null correlation)
with the following PDFs: X1 ∼ U[−0.5, 0.5], X2 ∼ U[0.5, 1.5], X3 ∼ U[0, 1], where the capi-
tal letters Xi indicate that the model inputs are considered as random variables, the symbol
“∼” stands for “distributed as”, and U indicates the uniform PDF (i.e., each value of Xi has
the same probability 1

x+i −x−i
of occurring between x−i and x+i ).

2.2. Local Sensitivity Analysis Methods

Local SA is often performed by taking into account a deterministic framework, with no
need to specify a PDF for the model inputs. Local SA, mainly adopting OAT approaches,
examines the impact of reasonably small changes only in base case assumptions and could
be chosen when the analyst is purely interested in investigating the model output sensitivity
just around a predetermined point of interest (often called base case x0), even assuming
that the model inputs are uncertain and vary between plausible ranges. In this section,
four deterministic local SA methods are reviewed: Tornado diagram, one-way SA, scenario
analysis, and differential SA.

2.2.1. Tornado Diagram

Probably the most elementary SA method is represented by the so-called “Tornado
diagram” [69], which is based on OAT designs and is often preferred for its simplicity of
calculation, as well as for its capability to display SA results in an effective and immediate
way [70–72].

In a Tornado diagram, each model input takes generally three distinct values (or
“levels”): two extreme values and a base case value. The procedure starts with choosing a
base case x0. Plausible ranges for the inputs’ variation are also defined and two endpoints
are specified: x+ = [x+1 , x+2 , ..., x+K ] and x− = [x−1 , x−2 , ..., x−K ]. The components of the
vectors x+ and x− are the upper and lower values of the model inputs, respectively. Each
input is then moved OAT from the base case to its upper value (keeping all the others fixed
at their base case) to obtain the point (x+i , x0

∼i) with coordinates [x0
1, x0

2, ..., x+i , ..., x0
K], where

only xi has been shifted from x0
i to x+i . The notation “∼ i” stands for “except i” : x0

∼i hence
indicates that all inputs but xi are kept fixed to the base case values.

Given the base case x0 and the point (x+i , x0
∼i), it is possible to calculate the sensitivity

measure ∆+
i y, i.e., the variation ∆ of the model output y due to changing alone the model

input xi from x0 to (x+i , x0
∼i):

∆+
i y = g(x+i , x0

∼i)− g(x0) (3)
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This is repeated, in turn, for all the model inputs, and the variations in the model
output to individual changes of the model inputs are recorded. The procedure continues
by moving each input OAT from the base case x0

i to its lower limit x−i and then taking the
difference between the corresponding model output values:

∆−i y = g(x−i , x0
∼i)− g(x0) (4)

At the end of the procedure, two sets of OAT sensitivity measures are collected for
each model input (i.e., ∆+

i y in Equation (3) and ∆−i y in Equation (4)). The two sets of OAT
sensitivity measures are then plotted in a Tornado diagram as horizontal bars (usually
sorted in descending order of magnitude), quickly highlighting those inputs to which the
model output is most sensitive. To perform a complete Tornado-diagram-based SA, the
total computational cost is quite limited: only 2K + 1 model runs are required (where K is
the number of model inputs).

For our toy example, assume that the base case is x0 = [x0
1, x0

2, x0
3] = [0, 1, 0.5], whereas

the two endpoints are x+ = [0.5, 1.5, 1] and x− = [−0.5, 0.5, 0]. By varying each input
individually from the base case to its upper value, the following shifts ∆+

i y are obtained:

∆+
1 y = g(0.5, 1, 0.5)− g(0, 1, 0.5) = 1.25

∆+
2 y = g(0, 1.5, 0.5)− g(0, 1, 0.5) = −0.5

∆+
3 y = g(0, 1, 1)− g(0, 1, 0.5) = 0

Afterwards by varying each input individually from the base case to its lower value,
the following shifts ∆−i y are obtained:

∆−1 y = g(−0.5, 1, 0.5)− g(0, 1, 0.5) = −0.75

∆−2 y = g(0, 0.5, 0.5)− g(0, 1, 0.5) = 0.5

∆−3 y = g(0, 1, 0)− g(0, 1, 0.5) = 0

Finally, the two sets of OAT sensitivity measures ∆+
i y and ∆−i y are plotted in a Tornado

diagram, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Tornado diagram for the toy example when the model inputs undergo a change of ±50%
with respect to the base case. The cyan bar quantifies ∆+

i y, i.e., the effect of shifting the model inputs,
individually, to their upper limits. The magenta bar quantifies ∆−i y, i.e., the effect of shifting the
model inputs, individually, to their lower limits.
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The information provided by the Tornado diagram is twofold. On the one hand,
insight is given into the direction of output change due to a variation in each of the model
inputs alone. According to Figure 2, a 50% increase of x1, x2, and x3 with respect to their
base cases causes a positive (x0

1 → x+1 ), negative (x0
2 → x+2 ), and null (x0

3 → x+3 ) effect on
the model output y, respectively. Conversely, a 50% decrease in each of the three model
inputs produces a negative (x0

1 → x−1 ), positive (x0
2 → x−2 ), and null (x0

3 → x−3 ) effect,
respectively. On the other hand, the analyst can gain understanding about the magnitude
of the effect on the model output due to equal changes in the individual inputs: in a
hypothetical importance ranking of the model inputs, x1 would stand out as the “winner”
followed by x2, with x3 having a null effect.

One point bears consideration. According to Figure 2, since both ∆+
3 y and ∆−3 y are

null, the analyst would be prone to infer that the model output is not affected at all by the
variation of x3 (in neither direction): this is quite at odds with the expectations. In fact,
by recalling the toy example function, x3 does appear in Equation (2); hence, it should play
some role. A further confirmation that something is going wrong comes from a simple
consistency check. By evaluating the model at the upper endpoint x+ = [x+1 , x+2 , x+3 ] =
[0.5, 1.5, 1] (i.e., when all the three inputs are moved, simultaneously, to their upper values)
and by computing the difference between the model output evaluated at x+ and the base
case x0, the result is g(x+)− g(x0) = 1.75. Unfortunately, a different result is obtained by
summing up all the individual variations in the model output due to OAT input increments:
∆+

1 y + ∆+
2 y + ∆+

3 y = 0.75. Where does this difference come from? It is sufficient to recall
the toy example function for realizing that the interactive term involving x3 is the missing
part, which is not captured by the Tornado diagram. This intuitively demonstrates one
well-known limitation of, in general, all OAT SA techniques: due to its nature, an OAT
sampling strategy keeps the model interactions “dormant”, and the analyst might run
into the risk of considering as non-influential one model input that instead does play a
role (as x3 in this case). In classical statistical theory, this is known as “Type II error”,
i.e., erroneously classifying an important input as non-influential [73]. To circumvent this
issue, the so-called generalized Tornado diagrams were introduced in [74] by combining
standard Tornado diagrams with scenario analysis (see Section 2.2.3) so as to reach a
decomposition of the model output change through a finite number of higher-order terms.

To summarize, SA based on Tornado diagram is inexpensive (in terms of computa-
tional cost), intuitive, and easy to implement, hence being quite attractive to the analyst.
However, the drawn conclusions (e.g., in terms of input importance ranking and the di-
rection of output change) are limited to the specific input space location where the model
is evaluated (i.e., the base case) and are valid only for the specific perturbations applied
to each individual input (e.g., the variation between the two endpoints), while holding
the other inputs at the base case. Moreover, since no interactive effects among inputs are
captured due to the OAT design, a decision-making process based on a Tornado diagram
might run into the risk of erroneously neglecting influential inputs if interactions among
inputs are present in the model.

2.2.2. One-Way Sensitivity Analysis

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, insight provided by a Tornado diagram into the model
sensitivity behavior is limited to specific OAT input perturbations (i.e., minimum and
maximum values) with respect to the base case. Yet, for the analyst, it might be of interest
to evaluate the model output at more than three points, so as to study the variation
of the model output when each input, individually, varies inside its plausible range of
variation. In this case, the so-called one-way SA may be used, which can be considered
a generalization of the sensitivity measures provided by Tornado diagrams. The ease of
implementation, intuitive nature, and effective result visualization make one-way SA one
of the most popular SA methods in the power system field [75–79].

As for Tornado diagrams, in one-way SA, a base case x0, as well as plausible variation
ranges for the inputs, x+ = [x+1 , x+2 , ..., x+K ] and x− = [x−1 , x−2 , ..., x−K ], shall be defined.
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The procedure starts with setting the inputs at their base case values except for input xi,
which is left free to vary between its range extremes. The sequence of N points (xn

i , x0
∼i),

with n = 1, 2, ...N, is then considered, whereby xi is changed N times within its range of
variation (producing the set of values {x1

i , x2
i , ..., xN

i }), while keeping all the other inputs
fixed at their base case values (x0

∼i). In particular, the first (x1
i ) and last (xN

i ) element
of the sequence are the minimum (x−i ) and maximum (x+i ) values of xi, respectively.
The one-way sensitivity function hi(xi) can then be defined for input xi as:

hi(xi) = g(xi, x0
∼i) (5)

After evaluating hi(xi) at the N different values of xi (with the other inputs held
constant at x0

∼i), the model output values can be plotted against xi by performing some sort
of interpolation, if needed. The procedure is then repeated for each of the remaining inputs.
In total, the computational cost for running one-way SA of a model with K inputs equals
NK model runs, where N is the number of values arbitrarily selected for each input xi. In
the case of models with a low degree of smoothness, a high value of N might be required
to achieve a sufficiently accurate description of the input–output sensitivity relationship.

In our toy example, for the first input x1 varying in [−0.5, 0.5] the one-way sensi-
tivity function h1(x1) calculated at, say, N = 11 points leads to a sequence of 11 model
output values:

g(−0.5, x0
2, x0

3), g(−0.4, x0
2, x0

3), ..., g(0.0, x0
2, x0

3), ..., g(0.4, x0
2, x0

3), g(0.5, x0
2, x0

3)

These values are recorded and plotted against x1 in Figure 3a. By repeating the
procedure for the two remaining inputs, the graphs in Figure 3b (for x2) and 3c (for x3)
are produced. By looking at the three upper plots in Figure 3, the effect on y is (mildly)
quadratic and monotonically increasing for x1, linearly decreasing for x2, and null for x3.
Hence, similar to the Tornado diagram in Figure 2, x3 seems to have no effect on the output.

Figure 3. (a–c) One-way sensitivity functions for x1, x2, and x3, respectively, when the model inputs
are moved individually across their variation range, while holding the other inputs at their base case
values. (d,e) Spider plots of the one-way sensitivity functions when the base case is [0, 1, 0.5] and
[−0.3, 0.7, 0.2], respectively.

To visualize the model sensitivity behavior in a more compact manner, the one-way
sensitivity functions are sometimes plotted in the same graph, which is called a “spider
plot” [69,80]. Since in many practical cases the model inputs may have different units
and/or scales, the input variations in percentage terms (instead of their absolute values) are
shown on the x-axis of the spider plot. In our toy example, the corresponding spider plot
is represented in Figure 3d, with the model input ranges varying between ±50% around
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the base case. Clearly, the indication given by a spider plot (and, in general, by one-way
SA) is twofold. First, insight is provided into the direction of change of the model output
when each model input is, individually, moved across its variation range, while holding
the others fixed at x0. Second, information regarding the magnitude of the effect on the
model output due to individual input variations can be extracted: according to Figure 3d,
x1 causes the biggest change in y, followed by x2, with x3 having no effect at all. Here,
the same considerations presented for the Tornado diagram hold: one-way SA, being OAT,
cannot detect and quantify interactions between inputs.

One further point bears consideration: one might wonder whether it would be possi-
ble, in this case, to extrapolate the results obtained at a local level (i.e., for the base case
x0) to infer about the model sensitivity behavior at a global scale. Such a generalization of
the results is, unfortunately, rarely possible. To convince the reader about this statement,
consider for the toy example the same inputs’ plausible ranges, but a different base case,
e.g., x0∗ = [−0.3, 0.7, 0.2], shifted 30% with respect to x0 = [0, 1, 0.5]. A one-way SA run
with the new base case x0∗ leads to the spider plot of Figure 3e: a different situation is
clearly displayed. Here, the analyst would conclude that x3 has now gained importance in
affecting, with its variation, the model output, and by taking into account the magnitude
of the output variations on the y-axis, x3 would even rank first in the list, followed by x2.
Input x1 is now relegated to the last position, whereas in Figure 3d (considering the original
base case x0), it was responsible for the highest output variation. This intuitive proof shows
how one-way SA might be highly dependent on the chosen baseline/operational point,
and except for very particular cases (e.g., linear and additive models), the drawn conclu-
sions are restricted only to the (small) investigated input space portion. Such a “location
dependence” property is an intrinsic feature of local sensitivity measures, which, if used to
infer the model sensitivity behavior at a global level, might lead to misleading conclusions.
One might argue that this is not a desirable property to have for a sensitivity measure.
However, this does not necessarily mean that local/OAT SA methods are to be discarded a
priori, but, rather, the analyst shall be always aware of the outcome applicability range and
accurately verify the model linearity degree in the case the extrapolation of the results is
of interest.

To summarize, one-way SA is a straightforward and intuitive method whose infor-
mativeness about the model sensitivity is limited to OAT variations of the model inputs
over their predetermined ranges while holding all the others fixed at the investigated base
case. Being local and OAT, one-way SA does not provide the analyst with a thorough
exploration of the whole input space, nor is it able to account for interactions among inputs,
and it might be inaccurate unless some particular conditions (e.g., model linearity) are
reasonably met. If the model properties are not known a priori or the underlying model
linearity assumptions are too unrealistic to hold for the problem at hand, results derived
locally are in general not necessarily informative at a global scale: extreme care should be
taken in drawing conclusions elsewhere.

2.2.3. Scenario Analysis

Scenario analysis, a type of analysis often encountered in decision theory and eco-
nomics (see, e.g., [81]), studies the model behavior at particular “scenarios”, i.e., a set of
plausible (non-redundant) assumptions that aim at representing specific input configu-
rations or possible future system states of interest [82]. In scenario analysis, as opposed
to Tornado diagrams and one-way SA, inputs may be varied simultaneously to capture
particular input changes and investigate specific input space locations. Although being a
quite practical and decision-oriented SA method, scenario analysis has the downside of
being highly subject to the discretion adopted by the analyst when selecting the scenarios
to investigate. Moreover, only a small set of input configurations is generally considered.
Power system applications (e.g., [44,79,83]) usually select scenarios so as to reflect particular
high-stress grid configurations (e.g., the worst-case “generation peak and load valley” daily
scenario), as well as to forecast some future network evolution (e.g., foreseen electric vehicle
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penetration, electricity demand or emission prices). Moreover, the so-called Scalability and
Replicability Analysis (SRA) often adopts scenario analysis to evaluate the future potential
of promising smart grid implementations and identify economic/regulatory barriers [84].

In its simplest form, scenario analysis starts with the scenario generation step, where
a (generally restricted) set of alternative scenarios of interest is defined [85]. For example,
commonly investigated scenarios are:

• The “baseline” scenario, with all the model inputs kept at their base case values to
study a reference situation;

• The “worst-case” scenario, with all the model inputs set to values that reflect some
unfavorable behavior of the model;

• The “best-case” scenario, with all the model inputs set to values that produce a
desirable configuration capturing some “well-behaved” pattern of the model.

A DoE method could be adopted as a strategy to assist the analyst during the scenario-
generation step. For example, the so-called Taguchi orthogonal array testing [86] is occa-
sionally adopted in power system applications to select a number of representative testing
scenarios [87,88]. Obviously, alternative DoE strategies are available in the literature,
of which a preliminary overview is offered in Chapter 2 of [9].

For our toy example, assume that the analyst—by resorting, e.g., to sector experts
and practitioners, literature reviews, etc.—specifies the baseline, worst-case, and best-
case scenarios to be xBaseline = [0, 1, 0.5], xWorst = [−0.2, 1, 0.8], and xBest = [0.5, 1.25, 0.5],
respectively. By running a scenario analysis for the three selected scenarios, the model
would lead to the values g(xBaseline) = −1, g(xWorst) = −1.6, and g(xBest) = 0. It is
noteworthy that xWorst and xBest need not be defined so as to coincide with the lower and
upper endpoints (i.e., x−, x+), but as done here, combinations other than the extreme input
values can reflect system states deemed by the analyst as worst- and best-case scenarios.

Clearly, with scenario analysis, the analyst can gain insight into the behavior that the
model will have in the concerned scenarios also when more than one input at a time is
changed simultaneously. However, it is not always immediate to map the model output
variation to what is responsible for it. Strategies such as scenario decomposition [89] have
been proposed in an attempt to circumvent this downside so as to obtain quantitative
information about the causes of the variations observed in the model output.

To summarize, scenario analysis is an intuitively attractive SA method because it al-
lows the analyst to study more complex model inputs’ changes than a simple OAT approach,
yet generally focusing just on a restricted set of input configurations. Although being able
to capture interactive effects between model inputs, scenario analysis does not provide a
straightforward method to isolate the effect of such interactions (unless methodological
extensions are considered) and is greatly dependent on the analyst’s subjectivity during
the scenario generation step.

2.2.4. Differential Sensitivity Analysis

Differential SA is based on what can be historically considered as the first type of
(local) sensitivity measure, i.e., the model output partial derivative. On the one hand,
differential SA provides a very direct translation of the “sensitivity” notion; its computa-
tion is supported by a large family of efficient techniques (e.g., automatic differentiation,
adjoint methods [90]), and it has been efficiently used in a variety of problem settings across
disciplines (e.g., in power system applications dealing with optimization [91,92], system
stability [93], reliability analysis [30], calibration [94], and, more generally, with large sys-
tems of differential equations). On the other hand differential SA is inherently local, finding
its roots in the Taylor expansion of the model function at the base case x0. Consequently,
the results of differential SA methods are in general applicable only in the close vicinity
of the investigated input space portion around x0, and—unless the model is proven to be
linear—they might be misleading if used to interpret the model behavior further away
from the base case (intuitively, the farther the input perturbation is from the base case
where the Taylor series has been built, the less accurate the results become).
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In differential SA, the partial derivative of the model output (i.e., its rate of change) is
computed with respect to each input xi at a specific base case x0. The resulting sensitivity
measure for input xi is then:

S∂
i =

∂g(x)
∂xi

∣∣∣
x0

i = 1, 2, . . . , K (6)

which measures the effect on the model output of perturbing xi around the base case
x0 = (x0

1, x0
2, ..., x0

K). S∂
i can be easily approximated, e.g., via finite differences, i.e.:

S∂
i =

∂g(x)
∂xi

∣∣∣
x0
≈

g(x0
1, x0

2, ..., x0
i + ∆xi, . . . , x0

K)− g(x0
1, x0

2, ..., x0
i , . . . , x0

K)

∆xi
(7)

In generic terms, the basic procedure for numerically estimating S∂
i starts with specify-

ing an ad hoc (arbitrarily small) size of the finite change ∆xi, which is generally the same for
all the model inputs. Then, each model input is perturbed OAT by the given amount ∆xi
around x0, the correspondent model output value is recorded, and the incremental ratio of
Equation (7) is computed. Therefore, in its simplest form, differential SA would have a total
computational cost of K + 1 model evaluations for computing S∂

i . In practice, a high num-
ber of different algorithms exist for calculating S∂

i , which efficiently implement numerical
techniques based on finite differences, as well as automated differentiation [26,95].

In our toy example, S∂
i (computed according to Equation (6)) assumes the following

values for the three model inputs: S∂
1 = 2x0

1 + 4x0
3, S∂

2 = −1, and S∂
3 = 4x0

1. As expected,
S∂

i is dependent on (and hence, sensitive to) x0. If two different base cases are considered,
e.g., x0 = [0, 1, 0.5] and x0∗ = [−0.3, 0.7, 0.2] as in Section 2.2.2, the resulting sets of the
S∂

i values would be, respectively, {S∂
1 = 2, S∂

2 = −1, S∂
3 = 0} and {S∂

1 = 0.2, S∂
2 = −1,

S∂
3 = −1.2}, yielding two drastically different rankings for the three model inputs, similar

to the Tornado diagram and one-way SA. This confirms what was already highlighted
for local SA methods: unless the model itself is linear, the results derived from local
sensitivity measures may be (even significantly) dependent on the input space location
and are therefore informative only about a small neighborhood around the investigated
nominal/operational point. By keeping this in mind, differential SA can nonetheless be
useful for extracting twofold insight at a local level. In fact, not only can S∂

i provide
information about the direction of change—a positive (negative) sign of S∂

i signalizes an
increase (decrease) in the model output upon a small individual change of xi—but also
regarding the relative significance of the model inputs—the higher the absolute value of
S∂

i , the bigger the influence of xi is. However, this latter inference on the model input
importance can be made only if all model inputs have the same unit; otherwise, the
absolute values of S∂

i cannot be compared. To circumvent this scale limitation, it is common
practice to introduce a normalization factor for S∂

i so as to make the results commensurable

(e.g., [96]). Frequently adopted weights are the input–output base case values (i.e., x0
i

g(x0
i )

) or

the input–output standard deviations (i.e.,
σxi
σy

). In this latter case, the associated differential
sensitivity measure becomes:

Sσ
i =

∂g(x)
∂xi

∣∣∣
x0

(
σxi

σy

)
i = 1, 2, . . . , K (8)

where σxi reflects some known or reasonably hypothesized variability of the input xi and σy
could come from an earlier UA (e.g., via a Monte Carlo simulation). Sσ

i measures the effect
on the model output of perturbing xi by a fixed fraction of the standard deviation of xi. In
the power system field, S∂

i and Sσ
i (or other normalized versions of S∂

i ) are often referred
to as “absolute” and “relative” sensitivity, respectively (see, e.g., [97]). It is noteworthy
that the adoption of Sσ

i as a sensitivity measure—unlike S∂
i —requires the analyst to make

an assumption about the model input variation range for deriving the standard deviation
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values σxi and σy. As a consequence, although remaining formally “local” due to the
presence of derivatives computed at a specific input space location, Sσ

i can be considered
as a hybrid “local–global” measure, since information about the whole range of variation
of the model inputs enters the sensitivity measure definition [28]. Normalized differential
sensitivity measures such as Sσ

i should be hence preferred to S∂
i for extracting information

regarding the model sensitivity at a global level: in fact, by taking into account information
about the input variability, in general, they allow for a more consistent model input global
ranking, as opposed to absolute sensitivity measures such as S∂

i [9].
To summarize, differential SA based on model output partial derivatives (i.e., S∂

i )
has proven to be worthy in a wide set of applications (e.g., optimization, calibration, and
inverse problems). Moreover, being supported by numerical techniques that complement
simulation programs to efficiently compute large arrays of system derivatives (e.g., auto-
matic differentiation and adjoint methods), differential SA may be particularly useful for
large-dimensional and computationally expensive models, for which more sophisticated
probabilistic SA methods might become less convenient. However, when resorting to dif-
ferential SA, the analyst should be beware of the underlying local SA assumptions, which
limit the applicability field. In fact, although extensions would be in principle possible (e.g.,
refining the analysis accuracy by considering higher-order partial derivatives to account
for the interactive effects of multiple inputs), in general, differential sensitivity measures
are informative—in terms of magnitude and the sign of model output change—only for
small perturbations around the base case, unless the model is proven to be linear. Problems
may arise—in terms of misleading conclusions—if results coming from these small pertur-
bations (for which S∂

i -based differential SA is intended) are used to make inferences at a
“global” scale, in the presence of finite ranges of uncertainties. To this purpose, the hybrid
local–global sensitivity measure Sσ

i offers a more consistent model input ranking, but its
effectiveness diminishes as the model nonlinearity degree increases. In general, when
large uncertainties are present in the inputs, the investigation of the whole input space
is of interest, and the model has an unknown linearity degree (or it is known to contain
nonlinear effects), differential SA offers just a limited view of the model sensitivity.

Simplicity, intuitiveness, inexpensiveness, and implementation straightforwardness
are some of the main strengths of the local SA methods addressed in this section, making
them undoubtedly attractive for studying the sensitivity behavior of the model at hand.
However, as previously discussed, local SA methods study the model behavior only around
single input space locations, and generally, no interactions among model inputs can be
detected and quantified (even if some extensions might be adopted, such as higher-order
derivatives or scenario decomposition). Overall, as noted in [98], the results deriving from
a local SA should be always communicated along with the disclaimer that they are valid
only at the given base case and when changing the inputs OAT. Hence, these methods
may be unwarranted (or even inappropriate) to assess the relative importance of the model
inputs in the presence of finite uncertainties when the model is nonlinear to a certain extent
and/or no a priori information regarding the model properties is available. In these cases,
global SA methods are in general recommended, which are reviewed in the next section.

2.3. Global Sensitivity Analysis Methods

Unlike local SA, global SA is performed by taking into account a probabilistic frame-
work, with the specification of a PDF for the model inputs, which thus become random
variables Xi. When the analyst’s interest is not limited to a specific input space location,
global SA should be preferred to effectively account for the whole model inputs’ uncertainty,
being able to efficiently deal with large-dimensional systems, model nonlinearities, as well
as different scales and degrees of input uncertainty. This section presents an overview of
four global SA methods: the Morris method, correlation analysis, regression analysis, and
variance-based SA.
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2.3.1. Morris Method

The Morris (or elementary effects) method can be considered as an extension of the lo-
cal approaches described in Section 2.2. Under the sampling strategy viewpoint, it belongs
to the class of OAT designs, since it performs OAT variations of the model inputs. However,
it partially overcomes the deficiencies of local SA methods in that it aggregates multiple
OAT designs performed at random locations so as to remove any location dependence.
For this reason, the Morris method can be classified as “global”: by allowing for a deeper
investigation of the input space, it can hence track model nonlinearities and interactions.
Given its computational inexpensiveness, this method is—especially for high-dimensional
models—particularly well suited as a “screening” technique, i.e., for identifying (with
a small number of model runs) non-influential model inputs that could be neglected in
later analyses. This feature finds immediate applications, e.g., in the context of model
dimensionality reduction [99,100] and can serve as basis for narrowing down the number
of model inputs on which more informative (though more demanding) SA techniques can
focus in a later step [101,102].

The fundamental idea of the Morris method, as originally developed in [103], aims
at classifying the model inputs into three groups: (1) inputs whose effect is negligible;
(2) inputs with linear and additive effects, not involved in interactions; (3) inputs involved
in interactions or whose effect is nonlinear. This categorization is achieved by computing
the so-called “elementary effects”. The elementary effect of input Xi for a given perturbation
∆ is the following incremental ratio:

EEi =
g(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi + ∆, xi+1..., xK)− g(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi, xi+1..., xK)

∆
(9)

The basic procedure of the Morris method starts by dividing the variation range of
each input Xi into p equally spaced intervals or “levels”—the value of p being chosen ad
hoc by the analyst. The K-dimensional input space (a cube in our toy example, since K = 3)
is therefore discretized into a p-level grid of points. The perturbation parameter ∆ is then
selected, such that ∆ is a multiple of 1

p−1 . Moreover, a random point x∗r from the p-level
grid is chosen as a base point and used as the “seed” for generating the r-th “trajectory”,
i.e., a sequence of points in the input space obtained from x∗r by increasing or decreasing
one or more of its K components by the same (randomly chosen) amount ∆. In particular,
the first trajectory point x(1)r is obtained by varying one or more components of x∗r by ∆,
with the constraint that the shifted point x(1)r does not exit the p-level grid. The second
trajectory point x(2)r is obtained from x(1)r , keeping all its components fixed except for the
i-th component, which is increased or decreased by ∆ (with the index i chosen randomly
in the set {1, 2, . . . , K} of the inputs’ indices). The third trajectory point x(3)r is obtained by
imposing that x(3)r differs from x(2)r for only one component j by the same amount ∆ (for
any j 6= i). This procedure is continued until the last trajectory point x(K+1)

r is generated.
The r-th trajectory so obtained consists of K + 1 design points (with the seed point x∗r
not being part of it) and can be used to compute one elementary effect per input, EEr

i ,
with i = 1, 2, . . . , K, by using Equation (9). The whole procedure is then repeated R times
(each time randomly selecting the base point x∗r ), thus generating R different trajectories
that explore the input space in multiple locations. An example of R = 4 random trajectories
is shown in Figure 4a.

Once R elementary effects per input are obtained (EEr
i , with r = 1, 2, . . . , R), their

mean µ̂i can be computed as follows:

µ̂i =
1
R

R

∑
r=1

EEr
i (10)

Intuitively, µ̂i evaluates the overall influence of input Xi on the output, such that a
high value (either positive or negative) indicates that Xi is important. However, a low µ̂i
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does not necessarily indicate an unimportant model input. In fact, µ̂i (being based on the
mean) is vulnerable to Type II errors, i.e., identifying an important input as non-influential.
This can happen, e.g., for an input whose effects have alternate signs (canceling each other
out): in these cases, the elementary effects would have an average close to zero although
singularly assuming significantly high (positive or negative) values. To circumvent this
limitation, an alternative sensitivity measure µ̂∗i is introduced [104], which computes the
mean of the elementary effects in absolute value:

µ̂∗i =
1
R

R

∑
r=1
|EEr

i | (11)

Now, by using µ̂∗i , the magnitude of the input effect can be effectively assessed (low
values of µ̂∗i unequivocally indicating low importance of Xi), but the information regarding
the sign of the effects due to the input changes is lost. Therefore, the recommended practice
is to compute both µ̂i and µ̂∗i , so that their combined comparison can efficiently inform
about both the magnitude and sign of the inputs’ effects on the model.

In addition to µ̂i and µ̂∗i , also the variance σ̂2
i of the R elementary effects of input Xi is

a useful sensitivity measure and can be computed as follows:

σ̂2
i =

1
R− 1

R

∑
r=1

(EEr
i − µ̂i)

2 (12)

By using σ̂2
i , the presence of nonlinearities and/or interactions in the model structure

can be qualitatively detected. Intuitively, if σ̂2
i is small, the elementary effects of Xi on

the model output are almost the same everywhere, and the hypothesis of linearity in the
relationship between Y and Xi is likely to be true (a perfectly linear relationship would
in fact yield σ̂2

i = 0). On the other hand, high values of σ̂2
i suggest that Xi has on Y an

effect that is nonlinear and/or due to interactions with at least one other input (although
discriminating between either types of effects is not possible).

Since each trajectory is generated by moving only one input at a time, the Morris
method is essentially based on an OAT design, but the R different OAT designs (i.e., the R
trajectories) at different locations make the method way more informative than a pure
OAT SA method. Other designs (e.g., [103,104]) have been proposed to take into account
economy and efficiency considerations, yet the basic form of the method—as explained
above—has a total computational cost of R(K + 1) model runs. It is noteworthy that the
efficiency of the Morris method is strictly related to the design choice; the selection of
suitable values of p, ∆ and R is thus a critical step. A convenient choice is usually to select
p even and ∆ = p

2(p−1) so as to guarantee an equal probability of selection of all the p
levels. Previous works have proven that valuable results are produced by using p = 4 and
R = 10 [105,106].

In our toy example, by considering p = 4 levels, ∆ = 2
3 and R = 10 trajectories,

the values of µ̂i, µ̂∗i , and σ̂2
i are estimated and visualized in the so-called Morris plots,

i.e., two separate planes (µ̂i, σ̂i) and (µ̂∗i , σ̂i), as shown in Figure 4b,c, respectively (where

σ̂i =
√

σ̂2
i ). By looking at the two Morris plots, the following conclusions can be extracted.

Since none of the inputs is located close to the origin of the (µ̂∗i , σ̂i) graph, all of them
have an impact on the model output, included X3 (whose importance, by adopting the
earlier described local SA techniques, was quite ambiguous and mostly dependent on the
investigated base case). Moreover, by looking at the (µ̂∗i , σ̂i) Morris plot, X2 is the least
influential input (being closer to the origin of the graph than X1 and X3), whereas X1 and
X3 seem to have comparable importance. Additionally, X3 has the effects of alternate signs
on Y (since µ̂3 ≈ 0 and µ̂3 6= µ̂∗3), whereas the effect of X2 is linear (σ̂2 ≈ 0) and negative
(µ̂2 < 0). The high values of σ̂1 and σ̂3 further signalize that X1 and X3 are involved in
interactions and/or their effect is nonlinear.
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Figure 4. (a) Example of four random trajectories of the Morris method for the toy example obtained with p = 3 and ∆ = 2
3 .

(b,c) Morris plots—(µ̂i, σ̂i) and (µ̂∗i , σ̂i) graphs, respectively—reporting the values of µ̂i, µ̂∗i and σ̂i for the toy example.

To summarize, via simple sensitivity measures such as µ̂i, µ̂∗i and σ̂2
i and at a quite low

computational cost, the Morris method can—qualitatively—provide insight into model
structure (detecting the presence of nonlinearities and/or interactions) and input impor-
tance (in terms of the magnitude and direction of the effect). Due to its ability to scan the
whole input space with a parsimonious number of points, the Morris method turns out to
be particularly attractive as a screening technique, to identify noninfluential inputs and
eliminate them from later stages of the analysis. Hence, it is a very convenient method
for this purpose especially when the number of model inputs is high and/or the model
computational time is too expensive for the analyst to adopt more sophisticated—and
expensive—SA techniques (e.g., variance-based methods).

2.3.2. Correlation and Regression Analysis

Due to their strict conjunction with Monte Carlo simulation, methods based on corre-
lation and regression analysis were among the first techniques to be developed and used
for SA [107–109]. In general terms, correlation and regression analysis aim at retrieving
information regarding output sensitivity through statistical post-processing of a Monte
Carlo simulation. Although being simple and intuitive methods (often implemented in
basic software packages of data analysis), their efficiency depends on the acceptability
degree of the underlying assumptions (e.g., model linearity and/or monotonicity).

Before describing correlation and regression analyses, the procedure of a Monte
Carlo simulation is briefly introduced. Monte Carlo simulation starts with building a
sample matrix A, which contains a random sample of size NxK generated according to the
inputs’ PDFs:

A =


x(1)1 x(1)2 ... x(1)K
x(2)1 x(2)2 ... x(2)K
... ... ... ...

x(N−1)
1 x(N−1)

2 ... x(N−1)
K

x(N)
1 x(N)

2 ... x(N)
K

 (13)

In particular, the i-th column vector of the sample matrix contains N values of input Xi
(independently extracted from the input marginal PDF under the independence assumption
among inputs), whereas each row vector represents a specific combination of the inputs’
values where the model can be evaluated. Although any random number generator can
be adopted to produce the sample matrix, alternative sampling strategies exist that are
often preferred due to their properties of input space filling and numerical efficiency,
e.g., quasi-random sequences [110,111] or Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) [112].
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By running the model with the different N input combinations of the sample matrix,
the output vector y of the corresponding N Monte Carlo realizations is produced:

y =


y(1)

y(2)

...
y(N−1)

y(N)

 (14)

Equation (13) (i.e., the sample matrix) together with Equation (14) (i.e., the collected
model responses) constitute a basic Monte Carlo simulation of size N. A qualitative SA can
be already performed by simply using such an input/output sample via the so-called scatter
plots, which are often adopted to visually and qualitatively investigate the relationship
between each input Xi and the output Y [109,113]. In Figure 5, scatter plots for a Monte
Carlo simulation of size N = 500 are generated for our toy example by projecting in turn
the N values of the three inputs against the corresponding N Monte Carlo realizations.
From the visual inspection of Figure 5, some insight into the model behavior can be already
gained, e.g., the clear (though different) patterns in the distribution of points are indicators
of some model output dependence on all the model inputs (X3 included).

Figure 5. Scatter plots of the model output Y versus X1, X2 and X3 for the toy example. The
emergence of well-defined (though different) patterns denotes output sensitivity to each of the inputs.

Scatter plots are customarily used just as a preliminary or complementary step of a
broader and quantitative SA study, including, e.g., correlation and regression analyses,
which are described hereafter.

As regards correlation analysis, the simplest correlation-based sensitivity measure
is the Pearson’s linear product moment correlation coefficient (PEARi), which is based
on the study of the correlation between the input Xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , K) and the output Y. In
formal terms:

PEARi =
Cov(Y, Xi)

σXi σY
=

∑N
n=1

(
x(n)i − µ̂Xi

)(
y(n) − µ̂Y

)
√

∑N
n=1

(
x(n)i − µ̂Xi

)2√
∑N

n=1
(
y(n) − µ̂Y

)2
(15)

where µ̂Xi and µ̂Y are the sample means of
{

x(1)i , x(2)i , . . . , x(N)
i

}
and

{
y(1), y(2), . . . , y(N)

}
,

respectively, whereas Cov(Y, Xi) is the covariance between Xi and Y. The Pearson’s cor-
relation coefficient can be seen as a linearity measure since it measures the strength of
the linearity existing between Xi and Y. It assumes values between −1 (in the case of
a perfectly linear negative relationship) and +1 (in the case of a perfectly linear positive
relationship), whereas it is equal to 0 if Xi and Y are linearly independent.
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In our toy example, the Pearson’s correlation coefficients (associated with the scatter
plots in Figure 5) assume the following values for the three model inputs: PEAR1 ≈ 0.8,
PEAR2 ≈ −0.4, PEAR3 ≈ 0, meaning that the model output greatly depends on X1,
followed by X2, with X3 having almost null linear dependency on Y. In terms of the sign
of change, it can be inferred that Y is positively correlated with X1 (i.e., Y increases as X1
increases), negatively correlated with X2 (i.e., Y decreases as X1 increases), whereas the null
value of PEAR3 indicates the absence of linear correlation between X3 and Y, although the
existence of a different well-defined nonlinear relationship cannot be excluded.

Connected to correlation analysis is regression analysis, which consists of building
a regression model for the input/output sample coming from a Monte Carlo simulation.
In the simplest form, assuming that the input/output mapping g(·) can be approximated
via a linear relationship, the resulting linear regression model assumes the following form:

g(x) = b0 +
K

∑
i=1

bixi (16)

where the regression coefficients bis are estimated, e.g., by an ordinary least squares
procedure. The value of bi characterizes the effect that a unit change in input Xi has on the
output. Since the bis are generally dimensioned, it is common practice in regression analysis
to adopt their normalized version as a sensitivity measure, i.e., the so-called “Standardized
Regression Coefficients” (SRCs):

SRCi = bi
σxi

σy
(17)

The values of SRCi, i = 1, 2, . . . , K provide in general a better characterization of model
input importance than their raw versions, since they incorporate information regarding
the distribution assigned to the inputs. In particular, the SRC is related to the effect
of perturbing each model input away from its expected value by a fixed fraction of its
standard deviation (holding all other inputs at their expected values). In our toy example,
SRCi ≈ PEARi with i = 1, 2, 3: it can be inferred, e.g., that the effect of perturbing the
expected value of X1 by a fixed fraction of its standard deviation is, in magnitude, almost
twice the impact of X2.

It is noteworthy that, since the SRC (as defined according to Equation (17)) relies on
the model linearity assumption, its “robustness” as a sensitivity measure is dependent on
how well Equation (16) is an effective regression model for the Monte Carlo input/output
sample. A measure of the accuracy of the regression fit is given by the coefficient of model
determination R2

Y:

R2
Y =

∑N
n=1

(
ŷ(n) − µ̂Y

)
∑N

n=1
(
y(n) − µ̂Y

) R2
Y ∈ [0, 1] (18)

where ŷ(n) is the model output n-th prediction obtained by using the linear regression model
of Equation (16). In particular, R2

Y represents the share of model output variance explained
by the regression model and can be therefore interpreted as the fraction of linearity of
the model: it is equal to one for linear models, whereas a small value signalizes a poor
linear regression fit. Consequently, the robustness of the SRCs as sensitivity measures is
conditional to the value of R2

Y: values of R2
Y, e.g., higher than 0.7, might be considered

acceptable to evaluate the relative importance of the model inputs based on the SRCs,
but with the side-effect of remaining “ignorant” about the residual fraction of the model
output variance [28]. In our toy example R2

Y = 0.78, meaning that we can still use the SRCs
as sensitivity measures, though at the price of gaining no insight into more than one-fifth
of the total output variance.

In many situations, the linearity assumption of the input/output relationship does not
hold, hence leading to small values of R2

Y. If the input/output relationship is nonlinear, but
monotonic, the downsides associated with poor linear regression fits may be sometimes
avoided via rank transformations [107,114], according to which the original samples are
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replaced with their corresponding ranks and, then, the usual regression is performed on the
rank-transformed samples. In practice, the smallest value of xi (i = 1, 2, . . . , K) is assigned
a rank of 1, the next largest value a rank of 2, and so on, up to the largest value of xi, which
is assigned a rank of N (equal to the size of the Monte Carlo simulation). With the same
approach, the model output vector y is also rank transformed, and the rank-transformed
versions of PEAR and SRC can be computed directly on the rank-transformed samples
(xR

i and yR). In particular, the rank-transformed versions of Equations (15) and (17) lead,
respectively, to the Spearman correlation coefficient SPEAR [115] (an indicator of the
monotonicity of the input/output relationship) and the Standardized Rank Regression
Coefficient SRRC [107]. However, if on the one hand, rank transformations may be useful
to convert a nonlinear, but monotonic input/output relationship into a linear one (with
possible improvement of the regression fit in terms of higher R2

Y), on the other hand, the
results derived from the regression of the rank-transformed model are generally not directly
applicable to the original (non-transformed) model.

To summarize, SA based on correlation or regression analysis can lead to robust
sensitivity measures (PEAR and SRC) if the underlying linearity assumption of the in-
put/output relationship is reasonably verified. If the regression fit is poor (i.e., a low value
of R2

Y), their performance might worsen. A partial circumvention to this limitation can be
usually achieved with rank transformations, which may provide better linear regression
fits in the case of nonlinear, though monotonic input/output relationships. Nonetheless,
the rank transformation approach leads to the problem of mapping the conclusions coming
from the rank model version back to the original model, and in general, it fails in the pres-
ence of multimodality in the model [116]. To disengage the analyst from any heavy reliance
on prior assumptions regarding the model form (i.e., Equation (16) or its rank-transformed
version) turning to model-free global SA methods should be considered: variance-based
SA techniques are of this kind and are presented next.

2.3.3. Variance-Based Sensitivity Analysis

All the SA methods illustrated so far have been revealed to be applicable (and hence
reliable) only under specific assumptions, generally telling just a part of the story. For ex-
ample, local SA techniques are suited for studying the effect on the output of small changes
in the inputs at a specific input space location, but are inappropriate when used far away
from the base case (unless the model is linear) and fail in detecting and quantifying inter-
actions between inputs. On the other hand, correlation and regression analyses—being
based on Monte Carlo simulation—are revealed to be more complete to study the global
model sensitivity behavior since they include a sort of multidimensional averaging over
the whole input space and directly incorporate input distribution information, yet being
able to explain the whole input variability only if specific model properties are verified (lin-
earity/monotonicity). Methods based on the decomposition of the model output variance,
falling into the category of the so-called “variance-based SA”, are able to overcome these
limitations and reflect all four desirable SA properties mentioned in Section 1.1.6. Hence,
if the analyst deems the variance as a satisfactory descriptor of model output uncertainty,
variance-based SA is the suggested choice to make model-based robust inferences under
uncertainty.

Variance-based SA methods have been widely considered as the “gold standard” for
testing the input uncertainty effects in the model and have currently been consolidated as
best practice inside the SA field, though still constantly facing massive developments [63].
Despite their recognized potential, variance-based SA methods have been underused
in many research fields, though experiencing an encouraging increased attention in re-
cent years (e.g., [39,59–61,117] for power system applications). The whole framework of
variance-based SA methods was laid out in the early 90s [118–120], when the so-called
Sobol indices were first introduced, although the idea of using importance measures based
on the input contribution to the output variance dates back to the correlation ratio [121].
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The underlying intuition behind variance-based Sobol sensitivity indices is given hereafter,
whereas for further mathematical details, the reader is referred to, e.g., [9,118,122–124].

Consider the generic model Y = g(X1, X2, . . . , XK) of Equation (1) —where the inputs
X1, X2, . . . , XK are independent random variables with a known PDF—and the research
question “How much the model output Y is sensitive to the uncertainty in Xi?”. One
possible approach to tackle this problem would be to assess how much the variance of
the model output, Var(Y), decreases when fixing Xi at its “true” value x∗i . Intuitively,
after eliminating one potential source of output uncertainty, the resulting conditional
variance would be smaller than the original total variance, i.e., VarX∼i (Y|Xi = x∗i ) <
Var(Y), where VarX∼i (Y|Xi = x∗i ) is the output variance taken over “all-inputs-but-i” (X∼i),
conditioned to having fixed Xi at a specific value x∗i . Clearly, the “true” value x∗i is not
known, and a reasonable choice is thus taking the average of the conditional variance over
all possible values of Xi while all other inputs are left to vary, i.e., EXi (VarX∼i (Y|Xi = x∗i )).
Given the law of total variance:

EXi (VarX∼i (Y|Xi)) + VarXi (EX∼i (Y|Xi)) = Var(Y) (19)

it follows that EXi (VarX∼i (Y|Xi)) ≤ Var(Y) and VarXi (EX∼i (Y|Xi)) can be interpreted
as the expected reduction of the output variance that would be obtained if Xi could be
fixed at its “true” value, whereas, intuitively, EXi (VarX∼i (Y|Xi)) is the residual output
variance. According to this approach, if VarXi (EX∼i (Y|Xi)) is high, Xi is an important input
in conditioning V(Y), and consequently, VarXi (EX∼i (Y|Xi)) can be used as a sensitivity
measure. In particular, by a simple normalization, the so-called first-order Sobol index Si
of input Xi is obtained:

Si =
VarXi (EX∼i (Y|Xi))

Var(Y)
Si ∈ [0, 1] (20)

The sensitivity measure Si provides the answer to the question: “What output variance
reduction would be expected if uncertainty in Xi is eliminated?”. In the SA framework,
this “purpose” is called input prioritization “setting”, whose ultimate goal is to produce
a ranking of the model inputs X1, X2, ..., XK based on their relative contribution to the
output uncertainty. Under this setting, Si can be defined as the fraction of the model output
variance that is due to Xi alone or, equivalently, as the direct effect that Xi individually has
on the output uncertainty. Such information would be undoubtedly remarkable to identify
relevant model inputs, e.g., for a successive calibration/optimization activity, as well as
for prioritizing future research efforts aiming at reducing the output uncertainty (e.g., to
identify the inputs deserving more “dedicated” measurements before actually starting to
collect measurements for any of them).

However, if a high value of Si signalizes that Xi is an important input, conversely, Si
close to zero is not a sufficient condition for ruling Xi out of the set of influential inputs:
Equation (20) implies in fact that Si is blind at model interactions, which might, however,
play a role. In other words, one model input might have no effect “at the first order”
(i.e., it does not affect the output variability per se), but it might have an influence in
combination with other model inputs. Hence, higher-order Sobol indices (that reflect
higher order interactions between model inputs) can be built analogously to Equation (20).
For example, the second-order Sobol index Sij of two inputs Xi and Xj quantifies the output
variance fractional contribution due to the joint effect of the pair {Xi, Xj} after removing
their first-order effects (Si and Sj). Sensitivity indices of higher orders can be analogously
defined up to the K-th interaction order. Provided that all the interaction terms can be
computed, variance-based SA supplies an effective theoretical framework with which a
full discernment of the model sensitivity behavior, as well as its inner structure could be
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gained. In fact, it can be demonstrated that, for a model with K inputs, Sobol indices are
tied to each other by the following relationship:

∑
i

Si + ∑
i

∑
i<j

Sij + · · ·+ Sij...K = 1 (21)

which can be seen as a (normalized) decomposition of the model output variance. How-
ever, the variance decomposition in Equation (21) (certainly appealing from a theoretical
perspective) may suffer from the “curse of dimensionality”: since all the decomposition
terms are as many as 2K − 1, their computation might quickly become unfeasible and
prohibitively expensive already for a relatively low number of model inputs. For a model
with, say, 10 inputs, a full variance decomposition will require calculating already 1023
terms—undoubtedly an inconvenient and presumably unnecessary computational effort,
as suggested by Pareto’s law (according to which it is likely to have often only a small
subset of the input uncertainties responsible for most of the output uncertainty, mainly
in terms of main effects and low-order interactions). To investigate higher-order effects
though eluding this potential computational burden, the so-called total-order Sobol index
Ti of input Xi is introduced [125]:

Ti =
EX∼i (VarXi (Y|X∼i))

Var(Y)
= 1−

VarX∼i (EXi (Y|X∼i))

Var(Y)
(22)

where VarX∼i (EXi (Y|X∼i)) represents the variance reduction that would be obtained, on av-
erage, if all-inputs-but-Xi could be determined and fixed at their “true” values, whereas
EX∼i (VarXi (Y|X∼i)) represents the residual output variance. Under a reversed perspective,
the latter quantity turns out to be nothing but the contribution to the output variance due
to all terms of any order—in the decomposition formula of Equation (21)—that include Xi.
Hence, Ti accounts for the overall contribution of input Xi, including not only its first-order
effect, but also all the other (higher-order) effects deriving from possible interactions with
other inputs. For example, for a three-dimensional model, T1 = S1 + S12 + S13 + S123.
Although the total order indices could be computed by calculating all the respective terms
(e.g., S1, S12, S13, S123 for T1), strategies are available for their direct estimation, hence effi-
ciently coping with the “curse of dimensionality”. It is worth noting that the set of all the
first-order indices Sis along with all the total order indices Tis provides the analyst with a
quite comprehensive (and parsimonious) picture of the global model sensitivity behavior:
higher-order Sobol indices may be selectively computed only if the given model properties
(e.g., interactions among specific pairs of inputs) should be further deepened.

The sensitivity measure Ti is linked to the so-called input fixing setting, which provides
the answer to the question: “Which model inputs could be fixed anywhere in their variation
range without significantly affecting the output variance?”. In this setting, the ultimate goal
is to detect non-influential model inputs that neither alone nor in synergy with other inputs
have a substantial effect on the output variability. Such information would be significant,
e.g., for confirming or confuting some prior belief of the analyst regarding the relevance of
specific model inputs [126] and for model simplification (especially for complex and high-
dimensional systems). In particular, Ti ≈ 0 provides a necessary and sufficient condition
for Xi to be irrelevant in affecting the output variance. Inputs with almost zero values of Ti
are inconsequential and need not be better determined or modeled: they can be therefore
“frozen” to any convenient value within their variation range (without appreciable loss of
information for the model) and possibly discarded from a subsequent analysis. In fact, once
the set of non-influential inputs has been determined, the complementary set contains only
inputs that explain almost the whole output variance. Considerations of the approximation
error due to such model simplification were discussed in [127]. It is noteworthy that Ti
has similarities with µ̂∗i (i.e., the sensitivity measure of the Morris’ method introduced
in Section 2.3.1): either measures produce similar or even equal inputs’ rankings [104].
Hence, µ̂∗i is a good proxy of Ti, and—although not having quantitative interpretation
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in terms of model output variance—it can be adopted for the input fixing setting: this
is especially useful for high-dimensional, over-parametrized, and/or computationally
demanding models, for which variance-based SA might become expensive.

Another setting worth mentioning is the so-called variance cutting setting, especially
relevant when SA is used, e.g., in the context of risk assessment and management prob-
lems. According to this setting, a predefined reduction in the output variance V(Y) is
to be achieved—e.g., below a given threshold Vthr(Y)—and an informed choice has to
be made of which and how many model inputs should be better determined so as to
maximize the success probability of obtaining V(Y) < Vthr(Y) (often with the requirement
to simultaneously fix the least number of inputs). Such an analysis goal can be guided
by the combined evaluation of Sis and Tis (and, if needed, also of higher-order indices),
as described, e.g., in [124].

Variance-based sensitivity indices possess the following properties:

• 0 ≤ Si ≤ Ti ≤ 1 if the model inputs are independent;
• ∑K

i Si ≤ 1 if the model inputs are independent;
• ∑K

i Si = 1 if the model is additive (i.e., without interactions);
• Ti − Si measures how much Xi is involved in interactions with other inputs;
• 1−∑K

i Si indicates the overall amount of interactions among inputs.

In our toy example, the values of the Sobol sensitivity indices—for the moment,
postponing computational considerations—are reported in Table 2, based on which the
following conclusions can be extracted. The values of Si suggest that X1 is the right
candidate to bet on under the input prioritization setting: the greatest reduction in the
output variability (up to 64% of V(Y)) would be obtained if X1 could be fixed to its “true”
value. In other words, assuming that the “true” values of all uncertain model inputs may
be “discovered” at the same cost through more measurements, resources should be thus
allocated to obtain a better definition of X1 (e.g., by dedicated experiments). To further
exemplify, imagine that, after collecting more measurements, the “new” PDF of X1 (from
the original U[−0.5, 0.5]) has become U[−0.3, 0.3]. If a new Monte Carlo simulation is run
(considering this new uncertainty of X1), a 54% decrease in the estimated V(Y) can be
observed. If instead, one had launched a measurement campaign to better determine X2
and decrease its uncertainty by the same proportion (i.e., from U[0.5, 1.5] to U[0.7, 1.3]),
only a 10% reduction in V(Y) would have been observed. This intuitively demonstrates
how Si can be practically employed to obtain information regarding how to prioritize future
research efforts within a resource-saving context: the output uncertainty can be reduced the
most by “acting” primarily on the uncertainty of the most important inputs. Additionally,
the only non-zero higher-order Sobol index is S13, thus recovering the suspected effect of X3
“at the second order”: the uncertainty of X3 does have an impact on the output variability,
but only as a combined effect with X1. It is noteworthy that in this case, higher-order
indices could be deduced directly from Sis and Tis: since S2 = T2, it follows that S12,
S23 and S123 are identically null and, consequently, S13 is simply T3 − S3 or, equivalently,
T1 − S1. This shows that computing just Si and Ti might be often sufficient for retrieving a
satisfactory (or, occasionally, even complete) description of the model sensitivity behavior.
Moreover, it is worth noting that, via the Sobol indices, not only the “real” effect of X3
can be detected and quantified (i.e., 20% of the output variance is due to the combined
effect of X3 and X1), but also insight into the model structure can be gained (i.e., the
presence of an interactive X1, X3 term along with two individual effects of X1 and X2): such
information was not accessible via any of the previous SA methods, hence vindicating the
adoption of variance-based SA to achieve a full accounting of model inputs’ uncertainty.
Furthermore, the non-zero values of Ti suggest that—under the input fixing setting—none
of the model inputs is inconsequential: all inputs, with their variation, do have an impact
either individually (e.g., X1, X2) or via interactive effects (e.g., X3). Lastly, it is worth noting
that the values of Si and Ti produce two different rankings for the inputs, according to the
different meaning of input “importance” conveyed by the two sensitivity measures under
the input prioritization and input fixing setting, respectively.
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Table 2. Values of the Sobol indices for the toy example, from which the validity of Equation (21) can
be easily verified, i.e., S1 + S2 + S3 + S12 + S13 + S23 + S123 = 1. The inputs’ ranking according to Si

and Ti is reported in parenthesis.

First-Order Si Total-Order Ti Second-Order Sij Third-Order Sijk

S1 = 0.64(1) T1 = 0.84(1) S12 = 0.00
S123 = 0.00S2 = 0.16(2) T2 = 0.16(3) S13 = 0.20

S3 = 0.00(3) T3 = 0.20(2) S23 = 0.00

Strictly speaking, the calculation of the Sobol indices would theoretically require
computing conditional variances—e.g., VarXi (EX∼i (Y|Xi)—which are nothing but multidi-
mensional integrals in the input space. If the input/output mapping g(·) is a known and
relatively easy function, Sobol indices may even be computed in closed form (as done for
the indices of our toy example in Table 2). Alternatively, the multidimensional integrals
required for computing Sobol indices could be estimated numerically [128]. Yet, to avoid
this potentially cumbersome approach, shortcuts have been developed for estimating Sobol
indices based on Monte Carlo simulation: one possible formula to estimate Si and Ti is
presented hereafter for the sake of illustration.

The procedure starts with generating a sample matrix Q of dimension Nx2K (where
N is the size of the Monte Carlo simulation and K is the number of inputs) and dividing it
into two submatrices of size NxK: the first submatrix (A) contains the columns of Q from 1
to K whereas the second submatrix (B) contains the columns from K + 1 to 2K:

Q =


x(1)1 · · · x(1)i · · · x(1)K x(1)K+1 · · · x(1)K+i · · · x(1)2K

x(2)1 · · · x(2)i · · · x(2)K x(2)K+1 · · · x(2)K+i · · · x(2)2K

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

x(N−1)
1 · · · x(N−1)

i · · · x(N−1)
K x(N−1)

K+1 · · · x(N−1)
K+i · · · x(N−1)

2K

x(N)
1 · · · x(N)

i · · · x(N)
K x(N)

K+1 · · · x(N)
K+i · · · x(N)

2K


A

B

As many as K matrices Ai
B, i = 1, 2, . . . , K are then generated such that Ai

B is composed
of all columns from A except for its i-th column, which is taken from B:

Ai
B =


x(1)1 · · · x(1)K+i · · · x(1)K

x(2)1 · · · x(2)K+i · · · x(2)K

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

x(N−1)
1 · · · x(N−1)

K+i · · · x(N−1)
K

x(N)
1 · · · x(N)

K+i · · · x(N)
K

 i = 1, 2, . . . , K

Each row of the generated K + 2 matrices represents a given coordinate in the in-
put space, since it contains a specific combination of input values. The model output
is then computed for all the N(K + 2) coordinates of each of the matrices A, B, and Ai

B,
i = 1, 2, . . . , K, generating the N-dimensional output vectors g(A), g(B) and g(Ai

B), respec-
tively. The sample mean Ê(Y) and variance V̂ar(Y) of the output Y may be estimated by
combining g(A) and g(B) as follows:

Ê(Y) = 1
2N

N

∑
n=1

(
g(A)(n) + g(B)(n)

)
(23)

V̂ar(Y) =
1

2N − 1

N

∑
n=1

[(
g(A)(n) − Ê(Y)

)2
+
(

g(B)(n) − Ê(Y)
)2
]

(24)
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where, e.g., g(A)(n) denotes the output value computed by evaluating the model function
Y = g(X) at the n-th coordinate of matrix A. An analogous meaning holds for g(B)(n)

and g(Ai
B)

(n).
To estimate Si, the quantity V̂ari = VarXi (EX∼i (Y|Xi)), i.e., the numerator in

Equation (20), may be computed by using model output values coming from coordinates
of the matrices A, B, and Ai

B [122,129]:

V̂ari =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

g(B)(n)
[

g(Ai
B)

(n) − g(A)(n)
]

(25)

and Si is then obtained by dividing Equation (25) by the sample variance V̂ar(Y).
Similarly, to estimate Ti the quantity V̂arTi = EX∼i (VarXi (Y|X∼i)), i.e., the numerator

in Equation (22), may be computed by using model outputs associated with coordinates of
matrices A and Ai

B [130]:

V̂arTi =
1

2N

N

∑
n=1

(
g(A)(n) − g(Ai

B)
(n)
)2

(26)

and Ti is then obtained by dividing Equation (26) by the sample variance V̂ar(Y).
Error estimates for the Sobol indices can be obtained via various methods, e.g., asymp-

totic formulas [131] or bootstrap methods [132,133], which can be adopted for deriving
confidence intervals and monitoring the convergence of the indices according to the accu-
racy required for the specific application.

Regarding the generation of matrix Q (leading to the two sampling matrices A and
B), various strategies may be employed. Common practice is using “low discrepancy”
sequences—also known as “quasi-random” numbers [110]—which are often preferred
for their space-filling properties, being designed to cover the input space as uniformly as
possible. In fact, especially for small N, a sampling strategy based on random numbers
showcases areas in the input space where the function values are not sampled (“gaps”),
as well as regions where they tend to be overemphasized (“clusters”). On the other hand,
quasi-random sequences (e.g., the Sobol LPτ sequences [134]) tend to maintain an even
spread of points throughout the input space, leading to enhanced numerical convergence
rates, hence being particularly useful for the estimation of Sobol indices [111].

As regards the computational cost, the full set of Sis and Tis can be obtained at
the price of N(K + 2) model runs (with N usually varying between a few hundreds to
one thousand), which might sometimes represent a limitation in case large-dimensional
models should be investigated. In fact, if a single model run takes a significant amount
of time (e.g., in the order of seconds or minutes), the computational time to achieve a
reasonably accurate level of the estimation accuracy can become impractical. This major
drawback has been often used as the main argument in disfavor of the applicability of
variance-based methods. However, alternative techniques to circumvent the applicability
problem for time-consuming models have been proposed, including spectral approaches
(e.g., the Fourier amplitude sensitivity test [123] and its extended version [135], the random
balance design [136,137], and the EASI method [138]) and metamodel-based methods [139]
(e.g., by using Polynomial Chaos Expansion (PCE) [140,141] or Gaussian processes [142]). In
particular, the latter class of methods is based on the so-called surrogate modeling, i.e., the
process of building an “emulator” of the original simulation model. The emulator (or
“metamodel”) is a model that mimics the behavior of the original potentially complex model
(i.e., the relationship g(·) between Y and X1, X2, . . . , XK) via an easy-to-evaluate function,
hence being more tractable and simpler than the original model [143]. Surrogate modeling
finds application within SA in that a metamodel, after being fit to the input/output
sample, can be used to estimate the sensitivity indices via simple post-processing, hence
greatly decreasing the computational burden for their computation. Besides spectral and
metamodel-based approaches, further possibilities especially useful for large-dimensional
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and time-consuming models include deploying grouped designs (where the same Sobol
indices are computed for clusters of inputs), as well as preliminary screening techniques
(e.g., Morris’ method) to selectively perform variance-based SA only on the restricted set of
influential inputs.

Apart from computational considerations, a further potential drawback of variance-
based indices is their implicit dependence on assuming variance to be a good “proxy” of
output uncertainty. In fact, some circumstances might call for a different measure of output
uncertainty: for example, if a specific range of the output PDF is of interest (e.g., its tails) or
the output PDF shows some level of multi-modality and/or skewness, variance might not
be the preferred option for fully describing output variability. In these cases, “moment-
independent” sensitivity measures could be adopted, such as the entropy-based [144] and
the δ [145,146] importance measures. In a nutshell, these sensitivity measures take into
account directly the whole output PDF (by somehow assessing the divergence between
conditional and unconditional output PDF) without resorting to any specific statistical
moment of the output PDF (e.g., the variance).

Lastly, a consideration has to be made regarding the existence of possible correlations
between model inputs. Inputs’ independence is a quite general assumption on which
many SA methods rest (not only variance-based ones), not just because generating de-
pendent input samples is less straightforward, but also due to some methodological and
interpretative difficulties that might arise. However, it is widely recognized that neglecting
correlation effects in the modeling activity may distort the SA results, and hence, caution
has to be taken when dealing with the presence of dependence or correlation structures
between inputs. For example, remaining in the context of variance-based SA, the variance
decomposition formula of Equation (21) holds only when the inputs are independent;
otherwise, counterintuitive results may appear (e.g., Ti < Si for a negative correlation).
When the input independence assumption is not valid and working with correlated model
inputs cannot be avoided (e.g., by treating the input dependency as a noisy term [9]),
technical modifications/extensions have to be taken into account, e.g., [147–152]. Alter-
natively, other approaches could be considered that do not rely on inputs’ independence
assumptions, e.g., [144,145,153]. Nonetheless, SA with correlated inputs is an ongoing
vivid research topic.

To summarize, variance-based SA allows the analyst to make informed choices under
uncertainty by properly acknowledging all known sources of uncertainty (including inter-
active effects) and ensuring against the danger of neglecting influential inputs. The ability
to reflect the model structure, the easiness of interpretation, and the model-free nature
elect variance-based SA as a powerful and flexible tool to support the decision-making and
modeling process under uncertainty, supplying reliable sensitivity measures also in the case
of nonlinear models or, more generally, when information on the model properties is not
available a priori. Notwithstanding the undoubted merits over local SA methods, the pos-
sible pitfalls of variance-based sensitivity measures might be the nontrivial computational
cost and the reliance on model inputs’ independence assumption, but complementary
or alternative methodological formulations are available to efficiently circumvent these
possible downsides.

Variance-based methods are clearly not the only global SA techniques existing in the SA
literature. Other possible global SA approaches are, e.g., derivative-based global sensitivity
methods [154], density-based methods [145,155,156], entropy-based measures [144,157], and
variogram-based methods [158,159]. Moreover, graphical methods exist that may be equally
useful not only as fully fledged SA techniques (such as scatter plots [109], Contribution to
the Sample Mean (CSM) [160] and Variance (CSV) [161] plots, CUSUNORO plots [162], and
cobweb plots [163])—ultimately providing complementary or additional information to the
selected SA method—but also as supporting visualization tools (e.g., radial convergence
diagrams [164] and heat maps [165]).
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3. Status Quo of Sensitivity Analysis in the Power System Community

Recent review papers produced by the SA community (e.g., [15,166–168]) have shown
the tremendous advances accomplished by SA over the past years from both theoretical
and application viewpoints. Yet SA—as a field of science on its own—still experiences
significant misinterpretations, challenges and inappropriate practices when utilized as
modeling support tool in many research branches [7]. This section aims at describing the
status quo of SA within the power system field and can be considered as a “spin-off” of
the literature analysis conducted in [6], where an extensive cross-disciplinary bibliometric
study was carried out to review the SA state-of-the-art in the scientific modeling community.
The main findings of [6] are summarized as follows.

• A growing interest in the scientific community towards SA is observed in the re-
cent years.

• The majority of published SAs tends to adopt local and OAT approaches, often
relying on unjustified assumptions regarding the linearity degree of the model hence
undermining the analysis credibility.

• A conceptual misunderstanding exists that leads to conflating the meaning of “sensi-
tivity analysis” and “uncertainty analysis”, ultimately causing a degradation of the
analysis quality.

• Spread practice is to perform a global UA (e.g., by Monte Carlo simulation) alongside
with a local SA.

• Disciplines often based on large computer models (such as earth, environmental or
energy sciences) surprisingly showcase rather low rates of global SA approaches.

The literature review presented in this section not only investigates the validity of
these findings in the power system field but also highlights specific peculiarities and
common practices to describe the SA state-of-the-art in the power system community.
Hereafter the adopted approach for the literature review carried out in the present paper is
described (Sections 3.1 and 3.2) and its main outcomes are discussed (Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

3.1. Strategy for the Bibliometric Study

In this work the literature review was performed by using the IEEE Xplore® digital
library (available online at https://ieeexplore.ieee.org, accessed on 25 October 2021). The
search criteria were intended to include an as wide as possible sample of papers so to
enhance the bibliometric study significance and therefore the robustness of the review
findings. In particular, the strings “sensitivity analysis” and “uncertainty” were set as
mandatory in all paper metadata (i.e., title, abstract or keyword), whereas various strings
broadly related to the modeling of power systems (e.g., “electrical network”/“power sys-
tem”/“electrical grid”/“smart grid” and “model”/“algorithm”/“method”/“simulation”)
were required to be present in the paper main body text. The adopted search specification
is considered to be a reasonable choice for confidently focusing the attention on papers that
claimed to perform some type of SA under uncertainty by adopting or developing models
or algorithms specifically in the power system field. Nevertheless, despite the attempt
of adopting as much general and neutral search specifications as possible, the sample of
investigated papers is inevitably smaller than the actual number of papers adopting some
kind of SA in power system applications.

The paper selection procedure has not been restricted to a specific period of publication
time, thus returning articles ranging from 1981 to 2021. For the sake of representativeness,
both journal and conference papers have been selected as target of the query specification.
In fact, after an explorative search it has been noticed that, over the recent years, SA—and
particularly global SA—has been increasingly adopted also in some conference papers,
which have been then retained to give them due credit. Moreover, no minimum citation
rate has been used as filter so to avoid any kind of bias in terms of paper publication date
(since older articles are more likely to be highly-cited than the most recent ones).

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org
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3.2. Review Criteria of the Bibliometric Study

Each publication has been analyzed according to the review criteria described as follows.

3.2.1. Presence of Uncertainty and/or Sensitivity Analysis

Since the terms “uncertainty analysis” and “sensitivity analysis” are sometimes con-
flated [6], first of all it has been investigated whether any of these two analyses have been
performed in the reviewed publications considering Definitions 1 and 2. According to these
two definitions, UA aims at characterizing the output variability given the uncertainty in
the model inputs (e.g., by estimating the output PDF and/or extracting summary statistics),
whereas SA goes one step further and aims at apportioning the variability of the model
output to its sources of uncertainty, investigating which model inputs, and to what extent,
mostly drive the model output uncertainty.

3.2.2. Local/Global Sensitivity Analysis

The reviewed publications have been categorized according to whether SA has been
performed following a local or global approach as described in Section 1.1.4. In particular,

• in local SA the model output uncertainty is studied in terms of variation of the
model inputs around a specific baseline (e.g., Tornado diagram, one-way SA and
differential SA) or by focusing just on a restricted set of model inputs’ combinations
(e.g., scenario analysis);

• in global SA the model output uncertainty is studied by exploring the whole space of
variability of the model inputs via OAT designs (e.g., in the Morris method) or AAT
designs (e.g., in regression/correlation analysis, variance-based SA), without focusing
only in a small neighborhood around a given nominal/operational point.

3.2.3. Method of Sensitivity Analysis

The reviewed publications performing SA have been investigated according to the
adopted SA method. Since the focus of this literature review is on SA, no categorization
of UA methods has been performed. An overview of UA techniques for power system
applications can be found, e.g., in [169].

3.2.4. Paper Focus

The reviewed publications have been analyzed according to the context for which SA
has been used, dividing them between model-focused and method-focused papers.

• In model-focused papers the main concern of the publication is a specific algo-
rithm/model, with SA serving purely as a support tool for evaluating the model
sensitivity behavior under uncertainty. In this case the paper outcomes are application-
oriented, i.e., mainly related to the model rather than to the SA method.

• In method-focused papers a specific SA method is introduced, developed or tested
under various perspectives (e.g., numerical convergence, computational cost, scalabil-
ity, etc.), whereas a model/algorithm is used only for the purpose of testing the SA
method, whose performance is the main focus of the paper.

3.2.5. Model Type

As discussed in Section 2, when SA is inappropriately performed (e.g., adopting local
and OAT methods to infer the relative importance of the model inputs in the presence
of uncertainty in circumstances where the model linearity hypothesis is quite unrealistic
or not valid), SA results might be inaccurate or could lead to even grossly misleading
conclusions especially for nonlinear models [8]. In view of this consideration, the model
investigated in the reviewed publications has been examined under the linearity degree
viewpoint to assess the appropriateness of the SA performed on it. In particular the model
type was classified as “linear” (if the model was distinctly linear or some linearized version
was adopted), “nonlinear” (if some degree of nonlinearity was detected in the model itself,
in the objective function or in its constraints) or “unclear” if no safe inference was deducible.
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3.2.6. Software for Sensitivity Analysis

Numerous software packages have been developed over the recent years with the
aim to operationalize and ultimately promote the usage of SA throughout the scientific
community. In this regard, the software adopted to run SA in the reviewed publications
has been hence recorded, where indicated. It is worth noting that most of the available SA
computer packages specifically implement global SA routines, due to their undoubtedly
higher implementation complexity with respect to local SA techniques (which, in their basic
form, just require coding derivative-based algorithms or perturb-and-observe approaches).

3.3. Results of the Bibliometric Study

The literature search carried out in the IEEE Xplore® digital library resulted in 297
publications (both conference and journal papers). Approximately 9% of these has been
discarded for different motivations, such as:

• the paper content actually did not perform any UA or SA (according to Definitions 1 and 2);
• the paper was the conference version of a journal article already reviewed (thus

avoiding the presence of duplicates);
• the topic of the paper was not related to the power system field.

Eventually, the sample of papers retained after this preliminary screening step con-
sisted of 269 publications, simply referred to as “article pool” from now on.

According to the review criteria of Section 3.2, the article pool have been scrutinized
by identifying the presence of UA/SA, the local/global approach adopted for running
SA, the specific SA method, the paper focus, the model type and the software used for SA.
Table 3 provides an overview of the results, which are discussed hereafter.

Table 3. Results of the bibliometric study according to the selected search criteria.

UA SA Focus Model Type

Present 56%
Absent 44%

Local 66%
Global 15%
Absent 19%

Method 21%
Model 79%

Linear 4%
Nonlinear 76%

Unclear 20%

3.3.1. Presence of Uncertainty and/or Sensitivity Analysis

According to Table 3 the article pool consisted of 56% publications where UA has been
performed, whereas in 44% of the cases UA was absent. This is not surprising since the
adopted search specification is not required to match exactly the keyword “uncertainty
analysis”, being the focus of the bibliometric study on SA. Although ideally UA and SA are
run in tandem with UA preceding SA, there might be cases where this double step is not
necessary and SA is immediately performed without first running UA. The subset of the ar-
ticle pool where UA is absent includes works related, e.g., to optimization problems [91,92],
model parameter calibration [94], system stability [93], control [170] and operation [47].

Turning to SA, it has been carried out in 81% of the article pool, whereas in 19% of
the cases the reviewed papers did not show any SA. In particular, in the latter group of
papers no SA according to Definition 2 was carried out, but the analysis therein performed
was rather an UA according to Definition 1. In other words, although the keyword
“sensitivity analysis” was mentioned in the reviewed paper, the performed analysis aimed at
characterizing the model output uncertainty (job of UA), without any attempt to somehow
assess the relative contribution of the inputs’ uncertainty to the output variability (job
of SA). This result is clearly an example of the “terminology problem” already pointed
out in [6,7], according to which some authors perform an “uncertainty analysis” calling
it instead “sensitivity analysis” (e.g., [171,172]) or use the two terms interchangeably
(e.g., [173]).
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3.3.2. Local/Global Sensitivity Analysis

According to Table 3 only 15% of the article pool adopted global approaches, whereas
the majority of the SAs was based on local (mostly OAT) techniques (66%). For the sake
of example, the following paragraph (taken from [52]) clearly indicates a local SA (in
particular a one-way SA method): “the sensitivity analysis was carried out by evaluating the
uncertainty contribution of each LV load power measurement on the estimated upstream power
flow (UPF). In order to evaluate the uncertainty contribution of each LV measurement, UPF was
evaluated considering the presence of only that measurement, assuming that in all the other nodes,
the loads powers are known without uncertainty. In such a condition, the Monte Carlo analysis
was carried out (105 iterations), randomly changing the considered power measurement within its
uncertainty range. All the other LV measurements were kept constant at the values of the reference
load condition”. On the other hand, the following sentence (taken from [58]) unequivocally
refers to a global SA approach: “In this paper, variance-based sensitivity indexes are evaluated.
The main idea is to decompose the variance of an output as a function of the main effects of each
factor and possible interactions”.

3.3.3. Method of Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 6 reports the distribution of the SA methods described in Section 2 classified into
local and global approaches. One-way SA is by far the most represented category of local
SA methods (e.g., [75–77]). Differential SA is also quite common (e.g., [32,51,174,175]) and
includes SA methods based on first as well as second order derivatives in both static and
dynamic systems. SA based on scenario analysis (e.g., [44,79,83]) and Tornado diagrams
(e.g., [70,71]) are less represented.

As regards global SA, variance-based methods are the most common technique,
with the Sobol indices being computed via classical Monte Carlo direct estimation (e.g., [59]),
spectral techniques (e.g., [102]) and metamodel-based approaches (e.g., [58,61]). Morris
method is also quite adopted (e.g., [100,101]), whereas techniques based on correlation
analysis (e.g., [176]) and regression analysis (e.g., [177]) are less represented. Global SA
methods not reviewed in Section 2.3 are put into the same group (labeled as “Other” in
Figure 6) and include, e.g., entropy- and density-based techniques (e.g., [178,179]).

Figure 6. Percentages of local (a) and global (b) SA methods over the total number of papers
featuring SA.

3.3.4. Paper Focus

According to Table 3 a consistent slice of the article pool (79%) has its focus on the
algorithm. This huge portion of application-oriented papers use SA as support tool, i.e., for
studying the performance of their models/algorithms under various sources of uncertainty.
In particular only 11% of the model-focused papers have adopted global SA methods,
whereas the remaining part relies on local SA methods.
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On the other hand, only 21% of the article pool was represented by method-focused
papers, where SA methods have been proposed and tested on systems of various complexity.
In 84% of the method-focused papers local approaches have been developed, often tailored
to the application model for which they have been originally conceived. Examples of this
category include, to name a few:

• Ref. [41], where a fuzzy set theory based sensitivity index is developed in the context
of reliability analysis of phasor measurement units;

• Ref. [180], where a “wind curtailment sensitivity index” and the respective sensitivity
matrix are developed in the context of transmission network congestion;

• Ref. [52], where a strategy for optimal placement (in terms of number and location) of
low voltage measurement devices is developed based on a “sensitivity order”;

• Ref. [19], where an analytical methodology is presented for calculating a set of well-
known reliability indices (e.g., loss of load probability, expected power not supplied,
loss of load frequency) with respect to variations in equipment failure and repair rates;

• Ref. [43], where a composite sensitivity factor based method is proposed in the context
of distributed generation planning aggregating power loss and voltage sensitivity fac-
tors;

• Ref. [46], where a second-order differential SA method is proposed for assessing
the optimal solution sensitivity in the context of power systems with embedded
power electronics;

• Ref. [49], where a generator swing sensitivity index is proposed for evaluating the
synchronous generator transient stability performance;

• Refs. [33–37,181], where analytical formulas for voltage sensitivity analyses are de-
rived ultimately for voltage regulation and control strategies in distribution networks;

• Refs. [75,182], where different OAT sensitivity indices are calculated and tested on
electrical machine systems.

On the other hand, only 16% of the method-focused papers proposed global SA
techniques, such as:

• Ref. [183], where three global sensitivity indices are proposed by combining principal
component analysis and variance-based SA methods, considering correlated model
inputs and multiple outputs for the study of microgrid operation;

• Ref. [184], where “impact coefficients” of binary inputs are defined by establishing a
model to decompose mean and standard deviations of grid node locational marginal
prices in an ANOVA-like fashion [14,133,185];

• Ref. [186], where techniques for modeling the stochastic correlation between model
inputs are implemented and evaluated from their performance viewpoint in the
context of power system small-disturbance stability;

• Ref. [100], where a strategy based on the Morris method is applied for priority ranking
of the model inputs whose correlation is modeled with the multivariate Gaussian
copula method in the context of voltage and angular stability;

• Ref. [187], where variance-based SA coupled with the Rosenblatt transformation [188]
is proposed for correlated inputs in the context of voltage unbalance mitigation in
active distribution grids;

• Ref. [189], where a sequential experimental design based approach is used for building
a surrogate model in the context of an all-electric warship AC/DC conversion system;

• Refs. [39,176], where different global SA methods are tested in power system studies
for input priority ranking.

From these results it is evident that, as expected, there is a wide predominance of
papers that do not focus on the SA per se, but rather largely use SA as support tool. Local
SA methods are widely adopted, whereas global SA methods are less frequently applied.
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3.3.5. Model Type

According to Table 3 most of the papers (76%) adopted nonlinear models, whereas just
a small portion (4%) was characterized by linear models or linearized versions. In 20% of
the cases it was not possible to acknowledge the model linearity degree. From these results
the tendency to work with nonlinear models (especially due to the complex behavior of
power systems) seems evident.

3.3.6. Software for Sensitivity Analysis

For the reviewed publications the type of software package adopted for running SA
has been recorded, where indicated. In particular, it seems to be widespread the usage of
SimLab (e.g., [59,190–192])—no more available for download at the time of writing this
review—and UQLab (e.g., [61,117,175]), whereas the usage of other software packages
such as SAFE, SALib and SobolGSA appears to be less prevalent.

In order to provide the reader with a comprehensive—albeit not exhaustive—overview
of software tools which are available to execute SA routines, Table 4 reports a list of
computer packages for SA—not only those recorded in the article pool—with indication of
the respective programming language and proper references. It is noteworthy that these
packages reflect different design philosophies due to the diverse disciplinary background
of the development teams and, beside local/global SA routines, include techniques also
for other purposes such as uncertainty analysis, machine learning, reliability analysis,
optimization, etc.

Table 4. Available computer packages for executing SA, with details on the programming language and original references.

Software Tool Programming
Language Reference Software Tool Programming

Language Reference

UQLab MATLAB [193] sensitivity R [194]
SimLab R [195] SALib Python [196]

SobolGSA C#, MATLAB, Python [197] sensobol R [198]
SAFE MATLAB, R, Python [199] PSUADE C [200]

OpenTURNS Python, C++ [201] VARS-Tool MATLAB, C [202]
Dakota C++ [203]

3.3.7. Trend of Sensitivity Analysis over Time

Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the SA papers reviewed in this bibliometric
study by plotting the number of papers adopting local and global SA methods (from
1987 till 2021). According to Figure 7 there seems to be a clear generalized growth of SA
papers in the last two decades. Notwithstanding a clear prevalence of local SA methods,
an encouraging trend seems emerging in the last ten years to apply global SA approaches:
it can be speculated that the first books entirely dedicated to SA ([9,11,12] dated 2000, 2004
and 2008, respectively) might have encouraged the spread of SA good practices.
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Figure 7. Time evolution of papers featuring local and global SA methods (cyan and magenta
line, respectively).

3.4. Outcomes of the Bibliometric Study

Although the literature review performed in the present work clearly did not cover all
papers performing SA in the power system field, the reviewed article pool can be considered
as a quite representative sample for providing the reader with a reliable snapshot of the
SA status quo within the power system community. The main findings derivable from
the above results are presented hereafter. It is noteworthy that some of the outcomes
largely confirm the findings of the cross-disciplinary study performed in [6,7]—being
hence applicable to the whole modeling community since they reflect cross-disciplinary
common trends—whereas other findings reflect discipline-dependent common practices
encountered during this review work and are therefore assumed to be applicable specifically
to the power system sector.

3.4.1. Increased Interest in Sensitivity Analysis

The number of research works performing SA during the modeling activity has been
evidently growing in the last decade, revealing a raising interest of the power system
community in the SA tool. SA has been adopted in applications such as power system
robustness analysis [93], voltage control [32–34], voltage stability analysis [42], frequency
support [38,39], network planning [43,44,204], generator [205] and load [206] ranking,
reliability analysis [40,41], islanded microgrid loadability [179], dynamic response predic-
tion [48], meter placement [52], energy storage capacity optimization [50,51], parameter
calibration [94], network design [45] and reconfiguration [47]. Additionally, software tools
developed for specific power system applications occasionally include built-in modules
for performing SA (mostly adopting local SA methods). Some examples are [207] for
power system optimization, [57] for distribution grid voltage management and [208] for
transmission network risk assessment. Growing attention is also observed towards the
relationship between SA and surrogate modeling: once a metamodel is created—e.g., via
PCE [58,209,210], Gaussian Process [211] or Machine Learning [212]—it can be utilized in
place of the original (potentially computationally demanding) model not only to perform
time-consuming activities (e.g., probabilistic power flow [213,214], uncertainty [117,215] or
tolerance [216] analysis) but also for running expensive SA techniques [61,217].

3.4.2. Prevalence of Local Sensitivity Analysis Methods

Local SA is more customarily employed as compared to global SA: as reported in
Table 3 up to 66% of the article pool employed SA methods based on local approaches, even
if in 76% of the cases nonlinear models have been studied/adopted. Under conservative
assumptions—i.e., the models whose linearity degree was not assessable are hypothesized
to be linear—this means that at least more than 2

5 of the reviewed papers have made use of
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methodologically poor and inadequate SA. Prevalence of local SA techniques is probably
due the long tradition of linear SA approaches such as adjoint network method [53]
(based on the application of Tellegen’s theorem), Jacobian method [55] (a byproduct of
Newton–Raphson algorithm for solving power flow equations) and trajectory sensitivity
(e.g., for studying small-signal stability in dynamic systems). Despite their demonstrated
efficiency in many power system applications, these SA methods are primarily limited to
first or second order approximations around operational or equilibrium conditions and,
as already explained in Section 2, they cannot properly assess the influence of the full
variation range of the uncertainty sources (e.g., large changes of power generation and
consumption) as well as the effect of model nonlinearities: if the exploration of the whole
input variability space is of interest and model linearity assumptions are too strong or
unrealistic to hold—or even not communicated along with the results—local SA reveals
to be inappropriate and insufficiently insightful, likely turning into a quite perfunctory
activity [8]. Nonetheless in the last years a growing trend of papers adopting global SA has
been recorded and establishment of small research groups focusing on global SA methods
has been acknowledged.

3.4.3. Tendency to Perform Global Uncertainty Analysis Together with Local
Sensitivity Analysis

When UA and SA are run in tandem, there is the quite widespread tendency to
perform global UA (i.e., based on exploring the whole variability range of the inputs as
for global SA) alongside with local SA methods. The prevalence of global approaches for
performing UA (mainly via Monte Carlo simulations) is probably due to the long tradition
of Monte Carlo based methods [218,219], which have been routinely adopted from the
very beginning in power system applications [220,221]. More precisely, the tendency is
observed to run quite huge Monte Carlo simulations (of size in the order of thousands of
points per input) for estimating the output uncertainty, generally followed by one-way
SA and spider plots to visualize the corresponding results. It is worth noting that in all
these cases the chance is wasted to gain a deeper insight into the model sensitivity behavior
via more quantitative SA techniques. More specifically, if the analyst’s mindset already
encompasses the possibility to invest time and resources in consistent sample sizes, then
the computation of, e.g., variance-based sensitivity indices would come at no additional
cost ultimately leading to an increase of both informativeness and quality of the analysis.

3.4.4. Incorrect Beliefs Regarding Sensitivity Analysis

Beside the already mentioned terminology problem—according to which the mean-
ing of UA and SA is sometimes conflated so that the analysis is stopped at the output
uncertainty quantification stage without actually identifying the most relevant variability
sources—some incorrect beliefs are occasionally encountered and are reported hereafter.

• Although the need for SA as a diagnostic tool is properly acknowledged, it is some-
times believed that local methods are the only viable approaches for running SA
(clearly ignoring the existence of global SA techniques).

• Even if global SA is known, local SA is at times preferred to it and used under
the specific motivation that the model at hand is “simple” and only a restricted
amount of inputs are considered. In this regard, Section 2 has proved that even a not
prohibitively complex model can conceal traps for the analyst and extreme care has to
be taken when producing inferences by resorting to local and OAT SA methods. If the
assumptions behind local and OAT SA methods are not valid, an uncertainty source
locally not relevant might in fact reveal to be a key driver at a global scale or might
gain importance because of its involvement in interactive effects with other inputs.

• Common arguments sometimes used in disfavor of global (especially variance-based)
SA are, e.g., the computational burden (when high-dimensional systems are to be
studied) or the inability to capture specific model properties (e.g., the direction of
change produced in the model output by the inputs’ variability): these beliefs ulti-
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mately motivate the preference for local and OAT SA methods. As already discussed
in Section 2.3.3 the computational cost to estimate Sobol indices can be effectively
decreased by adopting alternative possibilities such as metamodel-based techniques
(e.g., via PCE [140]) or sequential approaches (e.g., first performing an initial SA via
cheap screening methods and then adopting a quantitative method). On the other
hand certain model features of interest such as the sign of the effect, the input/output
relationship, etc. can be easily retrieved at no additional cost by integrating graphical
methods in the global SA workflow (e.g., scatter plots [109], CSM [160] and CSV [161]
plots, CUSUNORO plots [162], cobweb plots [163]).

• When variance-based SA is used, the inputs’ ranking based on first order Sobol indices
(Si) is sometimes expected to be consistent with that obtained according to the total
order Sobol indices (Ti): such expected agreement between rankings might signalize
a conceptual misunderstanding supposedly related to unclear knowledge of the SA
settings. As discussed in Section 2.3.3, Si and Ti convey two different concepts of
input “importance” and might assume different values for the same input, hence
the two associated rankings need not to be necessarily identical. In particular, Si
produces a ranking of the inputs according to their individual contribution to the
output uncertainty, whereas Ti considers the overall effect of a specific input both
alone and in synergy with other inputs. Therefore, as exemplified in Table 2, an input
with small or null Si (i.e., almost negligible under the input prioritization setting)
might have a significantly higher value of Ti hence acquiring not negligible importance
(under the input fixing setting) given its involvement in interactive effects.

3.4.5. High Level Categorization of Power System Applications

As mentioned in Section 2.3.3 and further discussed in Section 4, the very first crucial
step in SA is the definition of the “sensitivity question”: only by carefully formulating the
objective of the analysis (or “setting”, according to SA terminology), the most suitable sen-
sitivity measure can be identified and confidently adopted to answer the original question
of concern [98,124]. Interestingly, most of the power system applications encountered in
the reviewed publications can be categorized under different SA settings. For the sake of
example, the input prioritization setting is directly connected, e.g., to performance analysis
of state estimation algorithms [222] (e.g., to identify the measurements most influencing
state estimation accuracy and suggest optimal meter placement), whereas the input fixing
setting is related, e.g., to input screening [223], model dimensionality reduction [101,102]
and priority ranking of critical components affecting system performance and stability [39].
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the input prioritization setting could be effectively tackled,
e.g., by resorting to the first order Sobol index, whereas, e.g., the total order Sobol index as
well as the sensitivity measure µ̂∗i of the Morris method are appropriate measures for the
input fixing setting.

4. Global Sensitivity Analysis at Work: Ready-to-Use Workflow with a
Technical Example

This section provides a practical workflow that illustrates the recommended steps and
the key aspects to consider for running global SA, together with exemplary conclusions,
which can be inferred therefrom. A purposely simple technical example taken from basic
electrical circuit theory was adopted to support (power system) user’s understanding of
the methodology and dispel the possible fear that global SA is too complex to perform.
The global SA methodology illustrated hereafter is general enough to be straightforwardly
applied to more complex power system use cases for the study of the model sensitivity
with respect to inputs affected by various types and degrees of uncertainty.

4.1. The System under Study

Figure 8a depicts the system under study, which is an elementary DC power system
(potentially part of a larger one) made of a combination of resistors R1 and R2, an inductor
L, a capacitor C, and a current source I (for sheer simplicity, these capital letters are used
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for indifferently referring to both circuit elements and associated physical values). The
voltages at the two circuit nodes are e1 and e2; the current flowing through the inductor is
iL; the voltage across the capacitor is vC. It was assumed that the exact values of the five
circuit elements (I, R1, R2, L, C) are known with some degree of uncertainty, e.g., because
of the tolerances of the design parameters by the manufacturer.

Figure 8. (a) Diagram of the system under study. (b) DC-equivalent representation of the system
under study obtained by using the resistive companion as simulation approach and the trapezoidal
rule as the numerical integration method, according to which the DC-equivalent circuits of the
capacitor and the inductor are given by parallel combinations of an ideal current source A and a
conductance G.

4.2. The Suggested Workflow

Figure 9 summarizes the suggested step-by-step workflow for running global SA.
In the next sections, each step is first explained in generic terms, and its instantiation
according to the system under study is then discussed.

Figure 9. The suggested workflow for running global SA.

4.2.1. Define the Analysis Purpose

The first (often overlooked) step of any SA exercise is accurately formulating the
analysis purpose: a poor definition of the underlying objectives may in fact lead to un-
clear or ambiguous results. As previously seen, a variety of methods based on different
assumptions and concepts of “importance” are theoretically available for running SA,
but only a few of them are usually appropriate for the specific problem at hand. Hence,
the overarching goals of the analysis shall be correctly defined beforehand so as to securely
guide the analyst in the following choices: only a careful planning of the analysis ensures in
fact that the answer to the original question can be confidently entrusted to a well-defined
sensitivity measure [9].

In our system under study of Figure 8a, assume that the analyst is interested in
determining the effects of the system variability sources (i.e., the uncertainties of the model
inputs I, R1, R2, L, C) on the system state in terms of voltage (e.g., to ensure grid voltage
stability) and/or current (e.g., to comply with line thermal constraints). Hence, the analyst
may be confronted with the following questions:
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1. Which of the system variability sources contributes to the system state uncertainty
the most?

2. Do any of the system variability sources have a negligible impact on the system state
uncertainty?

3. Does the model sensitivity behavior change over time?
4. Do certain modeling choices affect the system state uncertainty?

According to Question 1, the analyst aims at producing a ranking of the model inputs
in terms of their relative contribution to the output uncertainty to prioritize future research
efforts (e.g., discover the need for data quality improvement, allocate resources to gather—
if possible—more measurements for subsequent input calibration, etc.). According to
Question 2, the analyst’s goal is to detect possible noninfluential inputs, which, though af-
fected by some variability, do not significantly impact the model output uncertainty and can
hence be confidently ignored and removed from the model (e.g., for model simplification).
According to Question 3, since the system state is time dependent, the analyst is interested
in the time evolution of the sensitivity measures to gain insight into the system dynamics
(which might be potentially unknown) and verify the model structure (i.e., checking that
the model behavior is consistent with the modeler’s expectation). Lastly, according to
Question 4, the analyst wants to assess if (and, in the case, to what extent) the system state
uncertainty is dependent on discrete modeling assumptions (e.g., in terms of alternative
model formulations, simulation time steps, etc.).

4.2.2. Identify the Model

After framing the questions that the analysis is expected to answer, the simulation
model to adopt for the problem at hand has to be selected.

In our system under study, the selected model to perform transient simulation was
the “resistive companion” approach [224], a classical method to solve dynamic circuits
according to which each dynamic component (here, L and C) is transformed into a cor-
responding DC equivalent circuit, whose algebraic representation can be obtained via a
specific numerical integration method (e.g., Euler backward, Euler forward, trapezoidal
rule, Runge–Kutta, etc. [225]). By combining the individual resistive companion represen-
tations of all the circuit components, a system matrix relationship is obtained, which can be
solved at each simulation time step until the end of the simulation time interval.

4.2.3. Identify the Model Output

Additionally, a decision has to be made about which model output to consider (also
potentially varying in time or space) to reflect the analysis goals. Theoretically, many
outputs could be selected to study the model behavior under different facets (hence leading
to a multi-output SA [226,227]), and different levels of output aggregation and resolution
may be considered according to the application of interest. For example, in the context
of power system voltage stability, a summary statistics (e.g., the total number of times
the voltage values at any node exceeds a given threshold over a specific time interval) is
likely to be more practical and more informative for a stakeholder than considering the
voltage values at all grid nodes (whose number might be also in the order of hundreds or
thousands). Providing SA results for each grid node voltage, although theoretically feasible,
would imply too many numbers to look at, probably making SA itself quite ineffective and
out of scope. In other words, as all choices made by the user during SA, the selection of the
output should be goal-oriented instead of model-oriented, i.e., focused on the answer the
model is supposed to provide rather than on the model output itself [28]. Obviously, the
consequent SA results are strictly dependent on (and “sensitive” to) the definition of the
quantity of interest selected as the output.

In our system under study, imagine that the analyst is interested in voltage stability.
Hence, among the various possible outputs produced by the model, vC (i.e., the voltage
across the capacitor) is selected as the system state of interest to which the goals formulated
in Questions 1–4 refer. Clearly, an application with an alternative focus would imply
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considering a different output, e.g., iL might be selected if the investigation of line thermal
constraints would be of interest.

4.2.4. Identify the Model Inputs

The model inputs that might potentially affect the model output variability have
to be properly identified and selected: for their definition, the analyst can benefit from
participatory contributions by stakeholders, field experts, modelers, etc. [228]. As shown
in Figure 1, the model inputs may be of various natures, e.g., measurement data, model
parameters, alternative model structures/formulations, scenarios, boundary conditions,
spatial/temporal resolution levels, etc. Importantly, SA can deal with model inputs that
might be not only continuous (i.e., characterized by a continuous PDF), but also discrete,
as in the case of categorical/qualitative attributes. The possibility to include discrete model
inputs within SA is particularly important in the power system field since non-numerical
inputs are often encountered (e.g., open/close switches, controllable/uncontrollable energy
sources, ON/OFF status of home appliances, mesh and time step size of the simulation,
time series, different load models, etc.). Additionally, all model elements not subject to
SA (i.e., excluded from the model inputs’ set) have to be fixed at their baseline values. It
is noteworthy that, since the analyst will remain clueless about the influence of all model
elements that are excluded from the model inputs’ set, extreme care has to be taken during
the inputs’ identification step due to its direct implications on the SA results and ultimately
on the analyst’s capability to understand the model sensitivity behavior.

In our system under study, the following inputs were considered for SA: I, R1, R2, L,
C. On the other hand, model elements not subject to SA were the integration time step,
the numerical integration method, and the initial conditions at t = 0 for the circuit transient
simulation. In particular, the trapezoidal rule was selected as the integration method
(according to which the L and C elements of the original circuit (Figure 8a) are replaced
by their DC-equivalent circuits, as in Figure 8b), with ∆t = 1 ms as the integration time
step. This choice, without entering into mathematical details, was assumed to be a good
compromise in terms of simulation accuracy, stability, and complexity. Moreover, the initial
conditions for the circuit transient simulation were set to vC(0) = 0 V and iL(0) = 0 A.

4.2.5. Characterize Model Input Uncertainty

Once the model inputs subject to SA have been identified, their uncertainty has to be
characterized: each model input is therefore assigned a PDF reflecting the analyst’s degree
of knowledge about it. Various sources may be useful to extract the required information for
characterizing input uncertainty, e.g., experts’ opinions, analyst’s experience, consultation
of sector standards and the literature, knowledge from previous experiments, etc. In
absence of specific information about the input PDF, it is customary to assume a uniform
PDF (for which only the extreme values of the variation range are to be specified), whereas
if more detailed knowledge is available (e.g., mean and variance of the input distribution),
a Gaussian PDF would be usually the preferred choice. Of course, any other type of PDF
could be adopted if specific information regarding the input distribution is obtainable.
A correlation structure—e.g., in terms of a covariance matrix—might also be defined if
appropriate. Intuitively, also this stage reveals to be crucial for the SA quality: in fact, since
global SA methods rely on defining distributions for the model inputs, the SA results—and
the corresponding conclusions—may be affected by alternative definitions of the known
inputs’ uncertainties [229].

In our system under study, assume that the five selected model inputs (I, R1, R2, L, C)
were considered independent (i.e., with identity covariance matrix) and their uncertainty
was described by the PDFs reported in the third column of Table 5.
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Table 5. Uncertainty characterization of the model inputs. U(min, max) denotes a uniform PDF with
min and max as extreme values, whereas N(µ, σ) denotes a Gaussian PDF with mean µ and standard
deviation σ.

Input Name Description PDF

I Current N
(

5A, 5
3 A
)

R1 Resistance U(1 Ω, 10 Ω)
R2 Resistance U(1 Ω, 10 Ω)
L Inductance U(0.5 mH, 1.5 mH)
C Capacitance U(0.5 mF, 1.5 mF)

4.2.6. Choose the Method for Sensitivity Analysis

The selection of the fittest SA method for the problem at hand depends on considera-
tions such as:

• Purpose of the analysis—and potentially its final audience as well—in terms of the
question the analyst is willing to answer (e.g., focus on a small neighborhood around
an operational point or on the whole variability range, interest in input prioritization
and/or model simplification, aim to understand the model structure, etc.);

• Model computational cost (in terms of number of model evaluations the analyst
can afford), dependent on the model execution time and number of model inputs
(e.g., for high-dimensional and time-consuming models, a low-cost SA such as the
Morris method is more suitable than variance-based techniques, which might be
too expensive);

• Prior model knowledge: if the model is very simple (e.g., linear and additive), lo-
cal/OAT methods might be applied, whereas if the model properties are a priori
unknown (e.g., in the case of “black box” models) or the model linearity assump-
tion does not hold, global model-free methods (such as variance-based SA) are the
recommended choice;

• Presence of constraints on the inputs (e.g., correlations between them, multivariate
distribution properties, etc.).

For a “getting started” guidance to select the most proper SA method for the problem
under study, the reader can benefit from Section 2, which supplies an intuitive description
of the methodological bases of the most widely used SA methods, with focus on their
applicability boundaries, relative merits, and drawbacks. A more detailed “when-to-use-
what” classification of a wider set of SA methods can be found, e.g., in [15], Chapter 31
of [10], and Chapter 6 of [9]. If different SA methods are available for the same problem,
it is suggested to adopt more than one technique to perform a cross-comparison of the
results and consolidate the drawn conclusions. This approach may often come at almost
zero extra computational cost since many SA methods usually can be applied to the same
input/output dataset with no need for additional model runs.

In our system under study, variance-based SA was selected due to the following
considerations:

• It can easily deal with all the goals stated in Questions 1–4;
• Neither the computational time (8 ms for model run by using an Intel® CoreTM i5-

7200U CPU laptop with 8 GB RAM), nor the number of model inputs (five) are, in this
case, a limiting factor;

• It does not rely on prior modeling assumptions (being model-free).

As regards the latter point, it is worth noting that the model function g(·) describing
the system under study is known (e.g., in terms of state space model representation);
nonetheless, it is assumed to be too difficult to treat analytically (as in more complex power
system applications). Hence, model-free SA methods that do not require a priori any
specific model knowledge (such as variance-based methods) are extremely useful and in
general recommended.
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As regards the computation of the Sobol indices, a PCE-based approach [140] is
used instead of the traditional Monte-Carlo-based direct estimation to reach numerical
convergence at a smaller sample size. It is worth noting that adopting a metamodel-based
approach for estimating the sensitivity indices has the added value of equipping the
analyst with an emulator that can be efficiently used in place of the original (potentially
time-consuming) model also to carry out time-demanding tasks.

The required SA computations were performed by employing the UQLab software
package [193] interfaced with our own codes in MATLAB® for simulating the power system
under study of Figure 8.

4.2.7. Generate the Input Sample

After defining a PDF for each model input, the obtained K-dimensional input space
Ω contains the whole information regarding the inputs’ properties in terms of variability
range, distribution shape, correlation structures, etc. Drawing an input sample from Ω—
as in Equation (13)—is hence the following step, for which two main aspects are to be
considered: the sampling strategy and the sample size N.

The sampling strategy is mainly dependent on the chosen SA method: if the analyst
has full control over the “positioning” of points in the input space, designs based on
random and quasi-random numbers, as well as LHS designs are commonly adopted and
are largely available in any SA software package.

The sample size N depends not only on the chosen SA method, but also on the model
computational time, the latter normally being the limiting factor compared to the time
needed to estimate the sensitivity measures. Generally, it is difficult to define beforehand
the optimal sample size N for each SA method, it being the outcome of a (quite empirical)
trade-off between computational cost and accuracy. Nonetheless, the common practice
is to start with a small sample size N and progressively increase it until the desired level
of accuracy in the sensitivity index estimates is reached (e.g., monitoring the estimate
confidence intervals obtained via bootstrap techniques [132,133]).

In our system under study, the adopted sampling strategy was based on quasi-random
Sobol LPτ sequences (although other low-discrepancy sequences could be used [110]).
Convergence of the estimates of the Sobol indices (computed via the PCE-based approach)
was reached at N = 64, which was then chosen as the sample size.

4.2.8. Evaluate the Model

The generated input sample obtained from the specific design according to the selected
SA method is then used for performing a Monte Carlo simulation. By evaluating the model
at each specific combination of input values, the model responses are collected. If no
computational model is available (e.g., in the case of field measurements or laboratory tests),
the generated input sample matrix can still be seen as an experimental design, according
to which each configuration of inputs’ values corresponds to one specific experiment to
carry out.

In our system under study, the generated input sample (e.g., in the form of the input
sample matrix in Equation (13)) is used to run the model from t = 0 ms to t = 40 ms with
∆t = 1 ms. The corresponding values of the model output vC are then collected for each
time step.

4.2.9. Estimate Output Uncertainty

By generating the input sample with the desired properties (PDF, correlation structure,
etc.) and performing a Monte Carlo simulation, the uncertainty of the inputs is propagated
forward through the model all the way to the output. At this stage, the variability associated
with the model output may be characterized and quantified with a UA, e.g., by extracting
the output distribution and/or some summary statistics (such as mean, variance, median,
percentiles, etc.).
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In our system under study, the results coming from running a Monte Carlo simulation
at each time step are reported in Figure 10a, where the evolution of vC over time is shown
from t = 0 ms to t = 40 ms (one curve corresponding to one time-varying value of vC).
For each time step, the distribution of the values of vC can be extracted and represented
with a histogram, as done in Figure 10b for three different time steps (t = 1 ms, t = 2
ms, t = 10 ms). Histograms already allow inferring some output distribution properties,
e.g., the variance of vC (the “spread” of its values over the horizontal axis) increases over
time, and so does the mean. Additionally, quantitative insight into the output uncertainty
can be gained by extracting specific descriptive measures of its distribution, such as the
mean and standard deviation (e.g., µ = 21.5 V, σ = 12.0 V at t = 10 ms).

Figure 10. (a) Time evolution of vC after performing a Monte Carlo simulation at each time step. (b) Distribution of the
values of vC at t = 1 ms, t = 2 ms, and t = 10 ms. (c) Distribution of the values of vC when the steady state is reached
(t = 40 ms).

4.2.10. Extract the Sensitivity Measures and Interpret the Results

After being characterized, the output uncertainty can then be apportioned to all
sources of variability or, in other words, mapped back to the model inputs so as to identify
which of them are mainly responsible for the model output uncertainty and measure their
impact. The input sample and the corresponding model output values previously produced
are hence used to extract the sensitivity measures according to the selected SA method.

In our system under study, assume that the analyst is interested in assessing whether
vC, given the uncertainty in the model inputs, stays within predetermined voltage limits
when the steady state is reached at t = 40 ms. The distribution of the values of vc at this
time is shown in Figure 10c. It can be seen that vC varies between 0 V and almost 80 V
(σ = 17.3 V at t = 40 ms); this variability is not acceptable for the analyst, who is hence
willing to know where this uncertainty mainly comes from (Question 1) and if there are
some noninfluential model inputs that can be excluded from the analysis (Question 2).
To tackle these two problems, first- and total-order Sobol sensitivity indices are estimated,
and their values are reported in Table 6. At the steady state, only I and R1 have non-zero
first- and total-order Sobol indices; a closer look at their values suggests the answers for
Questions 1 and 2. In particular, most of the variance of vC (93%) is explained by the
individual effects of I and R1 (with Si = 0.31 and Si = 0.62, respectively). If the analyst
aims at reducing the variability of vC, resources should be allocated to better determine R1
(whose uncertainty contributes to 62% of the output variance). At the steady state, the other
three inputs (R2, L, C) have influence neither individually (Si = 0), nor in combination
with other model inputs (Ti = 0), signalizing that there would be no need to obtain a better
determination and modeling of their uncertainty: R2, L, and C could hence be fixed to
any given value within their variation range and discarded from a subsequent analysis.
Moreover, the quantity Ti − Si for I and R1 signalizes a slight interaction between them: it
can be deduced, also without computing the second-order Sobol indices, that the interactive
effect between I and R1 contributes to 7% of the output variance.
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Table 6. First- and total-order Sobol indices for I, R1, R2, L, C at the steady state (t = 40 ms). The cor-
responding rankings of the model inputs are reported in parenthesis. Analysis of this table provides
the answers to Questions 1 and 2.

Input Name First-Order Si Total-Order Ti

I 0.31(2) 0.38(2)

R1 0.62(1) 0.69(1)

R2 0.00(3) 0.00(3)

L 0.00(3) 0.00(3)

C 0.00(3) 0.00(3)

Table 6 describes the output sensitivity only at a specific simulation time (t = 40 ms),
thus representing a “sensitivity snapshot” of the system under study. However, the analyst
might wonder whether the sensitivity behavior of the model changes over time, e.g., to
check its internal consistency (Question 3): such an answer can be easily obtained by
repeating SA for each time step of the simulation time interval. The obtained results are
reported in Figure 11, where the time evolution of first-, total-, and second-order Sobol
indices is presented. At the beginning of the simulation, the main contribution to the output
variability is due to the uncertainty in I and C, whereas R1 has a smaller proportional
impact. As time goes on, C loses its importance (due to the capacitor discharge, as expected),
whereas R1 increases its effect until it becomes the dominant input, followed by I. On the
other hand, the uncertainty of R2 and L has an effect neither individually (Si = 0), nor
in combination with other inputs (Ti = 0). The time evolution of the total amount of
model interactions can be also assessed with the quantity 1− ∑K

i=1 Si, which is plotted
in Figure 11c (dashed line): the model interactions reach a maximum around t = 6 ms
(contributing to almost 10% of the output variance), then decreasing until they stabilize.
In particular, it can be seen that, at the steady state, the model interactions are entirely due
to the second-order interactive effect among I and R1: Sij = 0.07 for the input pair {I, R1},
hence explaining 7% of the total output variance.

Figure 11. Time evolution of the first- (a), total- (b), and second- (c) order Sobol indices. R2 and L are not reported since
they always have null indices. Analysis of these plots provides the answer to Question 3.

4.2.11. Iterate Sensitivity Analysis (if Needed)

In general, SA is an iterative process: the conclusions drawn after a first SA run
may in fact be used as feedback for the analyst to progressively refine the uncertainty of
specific inputs (e.g., those spotted as the “most influential” ones), to guide during the
model building process (e.g., by removing non-influential inputs, of which a more accurate
modeling/determination would not be necessary), or to selectively investigate different
model features (e.g., by adding new inputs or changing certain modeling assumptions).
New iterations may also be required if the estimates of the sensitivity indices are not
satisfactory under the robustness and convergence viewpoints: in this case, the sample size
of the Monte Carlo simulation can be progressively increased, and SA can be repeated until
the desired level of accuracy is met.
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In our system under study, imagine that, after collecting the results of Table 6 and
Figure 11, the analyst is interested in assessing whether specific structural modeling choices
have an influence on the output uncertainty, as stated in Question 4. In particular, assume
that a decision is to be made about which integration method to use among the trapezoidal
rule and Euler backward (the former being more accurate than the latter, for the same
time step). To include this aspect into the analysis, the original input set (I, R1, R2, L, C) is
augmented with a sixth input (Method), which assumes only two discrete values (e.g., zero
and one) that can be chosen with the same discrete probability [230]. Similar to a “Russian
roulette” system, if the value zero is sampled, the system is solved with the trapezoidal
rule; otherwise, Euler backward is adopted. By introducing this additional integer-valued
input as the “trigger” among the two numerical integration methods, it is then possible to
assess how sensitive the output is to the choice of adopting the two integration methods.
After repeating the SA, e.g., at time t = 10 ms with all the inputs of Table 5 plus the
inclusion of Method as an additional model input, the corresponding results are reported
in Columns 2 and 3 of Table 7: R1 and I almost equally contribute to the output variance,
whereas only 4% is due to C. Mild interactions emerge among R1, I, and C. Interestingly,
the integration method choice (Method) does not contribute to the output uncertainty at
all (Si = Ti = 0): this can be due to the fact that, although the trapezoidal rule is a more
accurate integration method, the integration time step used for the simulation (∆t = 1 ms)
is small enough to also let Euler backward produce accurate results. Hence, with ∆t = 1
ms, the analyst can indifferently choose among any of the two methods.

Another SA iteration might be performed to understand what happens if the integra-
tion time step is increased, e.g., from ∆t = 1 ms to ∆t = 10 ms. The SA results at t = 10 ms
with ∆t = 10 ms are reported in Columns 4 and 5 of Table 7. Now, Method accounts for
10% of the model output uncertainty (Si = 0.10) and turns out to be even more important
than a specific circuit element (C), meaning that one source of variability influencing the
analysis is actually the integration method choice itself. In this case, the analyst should first
decide which method to use (presumably the most accurate one), and once this variability
source is fixed, the real sensitivity behavior of the output with respect only to the circuit
elements’ uncertainties could finally emerge without any interference. Of course, other
discrete inputs could be defined and similarly studied in an SA framework.

Table 7. First- and total-order Sobol indices at t = 10 ms considering the integration method as
an additional input (with ∆t = 1 ms and ∆t = 10 ms). Analysis of this table provides the answer
to Question 4.

Input ∆t = 1 ms ∆t = 10 ms
Name First-Order Si Total-Order Ti First-Order Si Total-Order Ti

I 0.40(2) 0.46(2) 0.40(1) 0.46(1)

R1 0.47(1) 0.55(1) 0.33(2) 0.39(2)

R2 0.00(4) 0.00(4) 0.00(5) 0.00(5)

L 0.00(4) 0.00(4) 0.00(5) 0.00(5)

C 0.04(3) 0.08(3) 0.07(4) 0.10(4)

Method 0.00(4) 0.00(4) 0.10(3) 0.13(3)

4.2.12. Complement Sensitivity Analysis with Graphical Tools

At the end of any SA activity, it might be useful to communicate results in an intuitive
and easy-to-understand way, by keeping in mind both the purpose of the analysis and the
scientific background of the SA final user. In this regard, graphical tools might be very
helpful for effectively conveying the SA outcomes, especially when dealing with big sets
of sensitivity indices. To this scope, a classical way is the use of a pie chart, where the
whole model output variance is divided among the different sources of uncertainty (in
terms of individual effects, as well as interactive effects). Additionally, a visualization of
the input/output samples via scatter plots [109] or cobweb plots [163] can represent an
effective complement of the information gained via SA. A detailed discussion of useful
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visualization and graphical tools for SA (outside the scope of this paper) was provided
in [15,231].

In our system under study, the pie chart of Figure 12 provides a visualization of the
different uncertainty sources that contribute to the total output variance at t = 40 ms: each
slice represents, in percentage terms, the non-zero (first- and second-order) Sobol indices
of Table 6.

Figure 12. Pie chart representing the contribution of the different uncertainty sources to the model
output variance (at t = 40 ms).

The scatter plots in Figure 13 present a visualization of the individual effects of I,
R1, and C on the output vC along their ranges of variation at t = 40 ms. Analysis of the
scatter plots provides insight into the input/output relationship (e.g., type of trend, sign of
the effect, etc.), hence representing a valuable complement to the information conveyed
by the Sobol indices (which are scalar “condensed” sensitivity measures). For example,
a well-defined pattern in the distribution of points signalizes high output sensitivity to
the input (such as in the case of R1 and I), whereas a rather uniform cloud of points is an
indicator of small sensitivity (such as in the case of C).

Figure 13. Scatter plots of vC versus I, R1, and C after running a Monte Carlo simulation at t = 40 ms.

As the scatter plots cannot capture possible interactions among the inputs, the cobweb
plots can be adopted to efficiently visualize all the combinations of the inputs leading to a
specific set of model output values (e.g., below or above a certain threshold). For example,
the cobweb plot in Figure 14 highlights the input combinations leading to values of vC
higher than 50 V at t = 40 ms; it can be immediately inferred that these specific input
combinations (i.e., the black trajectories) specifically correspond to large values of both I
and R1. In other words, I and R1 are the influential inputs for producing output values
falling inside the range of interest (i.e., vC > 50 V), whereas R2, L, and C are not relevant in
this regard, since the black trajectories are distributed over their whole range of variation.
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Figure 14. Cobweb plots of the five inputs at t = 40 ms. Each vertical line represents the standardized
variation range of one input. The grey trajectories represent all the different combinations of the
input values. The black trajectories highlight the input combinations leading to vC > 50 V.

5. Operative Hints and Remarks for Sensitivity Analysis

Some concluding remarks and operative suggestions are presented hereafter.

5.1. No One-Fits-All Method

A single SA method does not exist for all problems at hand: the choice of which
SA method to use is greatly influenced by considerations such as the model execution
time, number of model inputs, prior knowledge regarding specific model properties (e.g.,
linearity, monotonicity, etc.), model accessibility (i.e., input samples already given or freely
producible), and ultimately, the purpose of the analysis. This aspect does not constitute a
drawback, but rather, it represents the real power of SA, which can be flexibly shaped and
instantiated according to the specific application at hand. Moreover, combining multiple
SA methods—which often come at no additional cost—might be helpful not only for a
cross-comparison of the results, but also for exploring different research questions.

5.2. Appropriately Frame the Sensitivity Analysis Question

A proper SA starts long before becoming engaged with numbers and experiments:
the foremost step is actually the activity of framing the SA question (the “setting”, using
SA terminology), i.e., the formulation of the problem that the analysis is called to answer
such that the appropriate sensitivity measure can be identified. An accurate definition
of what is meant by “importance” can protect the analyst from producing misleading or
poorly informative results, since generally, each sensitivity measure produces its own input
ranking according to its corresponding concept of “importance”.

5.3. Mind the Assumptions of the Sensitivity Analysis Method

Before drawing any conclusion, it is essential to be aware of the SA method’s underly-
ing assumptions, which consequently define the applicability boundaries of the method
itself. No SA method is wrong per se: problems start appearing when an improper use of
the SA technique is made, e.g., adopting local SA for inferring the model global sensitivity
behavior in the presence of large uncertainty (unless the model is known or proven to be
linear) or utilizing linear regression analysis for highly nonlinear models (i.e., with low
values of R2

Y).

5.4. Investigate the Impact of Discrete Model Inputs

A typical feature of power systems is the widespread presence of uncertain model
inputs that are discrete, such as categorical attributes (e.g., ON/OFF status of switches and
energy sources), qualitative attributes (e.g., accuracy level of measurements), different time
and/or spatial resolutions (e.g., size of the time step to use for numerical discretization
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schemes), alternative modeling choices (e.g., static or dynamic load models), etc. The study
of the effect of these discrete model inputs—when not completely neglected—is often
separate from that of the other (continuous) model inputs, i.e., multiple SAs are run by
selecting, in turn, different values of the discrete model inputs. However, as shown in
Section 4.2.11, discrete model inputs can also be straightforwardly incorporated into a
single global SA activity by means of a “trigger” (used as a pointer to individual dis-
crete inputs), so as to assess how sensitive the model output is to the choice of adopting
alternative modeling choices in the presence of other uncertain model inputs. It is not
uncommon, in fact, to observe that discrete modeling choices are as important as—or even
more important than—“conventional” sources of uncertainties (e.g., model parameters,
measurement errors, etc.). Moreover, the integration of discrete model inputs into the SA
framework might inform the analyst about the acceptability degree of certain simplistic
modeling choices. For example, it can be assessed whether the adoption of a simple ZIP
load model would be a reasonable choice without the need to resort to more detailed
composite load models or whether “convenient” (e.g., not significantly small) integration
time steps could be employed for transient simulation without significantly impacting the
model output uncertainty.

5.5. Integrate Sensitivity Analysis Routines into the Modeling Workflow

Some authors [6,27,63] have argued that potential obstacles hindering the widespread
use of methodologically sound SA throughout the scientific community are a lack of
technical skills (e.g., in statistics), the unavailability of resources (including time), and
miscommunication among disciplines (e.g., between SA practitioners and SA final users),
leading non-specialized analysts to often resort to very simple and intuitive (but sometimes
inappropriate) SA methods. However, in recent years, there has been a huge effort in
building easily accessible software tools (of which a comprehensive list is reported in
Table 4) to support cross-disciplinary researchers with SA and ultimately promote its usage.
These automatized SA routines—available in the most common programming languages—
can be easily integrated into the user’s methodological workflow in a quite effortless fashion
(i.e., just interfacing the modeler’s algorithm with the selected SA software package).

5.6. Perform Uncertainty Analysis and Global Sensitivity Analysis in Tandem and Iteratively,
Wherever Meaningful

Given that many global SA methods are compatible with Monte Carlo simulations
used for UA, global SA often comes at no extra cost; hence, running UA and global SA in
tandem—unless for a few circumstances for which running a preliminary UA might not be
needed, e.g., model calibration, optimization—is usually a recommended practice, in that
it greatly deepens the analyst’s insight capability. Iterating the whole UA-SA activity is
also beneficial, e.g., for a selective refinement of the inputs’ uncertainty and to perform an
informed revision of the model definition.

5.7. Prefer Global Sensitivity Analysis Methods to Local and OAT Approaches in the Presence of
the Inputs’ Uncertainty

If the model inputs are affected by finite uncertainties, only designs that are explo-
rative of the whole input space (as those of global SA) are able to properly “shaken” the
model to let its “inner substance” come to light. Hence, global SA methods should be
in general preferred with respect to widespread local techniques (often relying on OAT
designs), turning out to be inappropriate for efficiently investigating complex systems
under uncertainty. In addition, global SA methods (such as variance-based techniques),
which are also model-free, able to quantitatively assess interactions among model inputs
and capable of treating groups of inputs, could dramatically enhance the analysis quality
and—perhaps more importantly for the final user—provide an effective communication
of the SA results, ultimately allowing for reliable inferences under uncertainty. To exem-
plify, quantitative and global conclusions such as “three of (the) fifteen inputs have (effect
on) 88% of the total variance of the active power loss [...] and the input P671 (the active power
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injection at bus 671) should be considered first if one wants to reduce the active power loss (the
most)” [61] would be clearly more informative than a qualitative and local deduction such
as “when the uncertainty of the (wind generation) forecast increases, the total revenue of wind farms
reduces” [232]. Note that the former statement derives from variance-based SA, whereas
the latter represents the typical inference coming from one-way SA (adopted by the largest
fraction of papers reviewed in this work as described in Section 3) and is valid only at the
given base case and for OAT variations of the inputs.

5.8. Stimulate Participation in the Sensitivity Analysis Activity

Active participation of modelers, sector experts, stakeholders, and ultimately decision-
makers into the whole SA process is an important aspect, in that it can fruitfully support
the SA activity, e.g., during the identification of the model inputs to consider, the char-
acterization of their uncertainty, the interpretation of the results, the actions to take for a
further revision of the model, etc. This external contribution would invaluably augment
the quality of the SA results, ultimately helping SA to become a successful activity.

5.9. Assess Sensitivity Analysis Robustness

The sensitivity measures of the adopted SA method (e.g., Sobol indices in variance-
based SA, SRCs in regression analysis, etc.) might be uncertain themselves, being often
estimates that are retrieved “empirically”, i.e., numerically obtained from the available
input/output sample and not directly from the model equations. Consequently, assessing
the accuracy of the sensitivity measures (e.g., in terms of confidence intervals via boot-
strap procedures [133] or by introducing a “dummy input” to estimate the approximation
error [233]) is a good practice for evaluating—a posteriori—the SA robustness [234]. Al-
though global SA is in general more costly than local SA (i.e., a quite large sample size
might be needed to determine “exact” estimates of sensitivity measures), on the other
hand, the SA purpose might suggest a more economical stopping rule for the numerical
convergence of the estimates. For example, if the objective is performing a preliminary
screening to obtain a subdivision of the inputs between important and non-important ones,
a quite low sample size might be already sufficient in many circumstances. Moreover,
a high accuracy of the estimation of the sensitivity measures (e.g., up to the second decimal
position) is often out of scope so that satisfactory results might be obtained already with a
much smaller sample size.

5.10. Complement Sensitivity Analysis with Visualization Tools

Integrating graphical tools into the SA activity is particularly useful not only as a
complement to the analysis, but also for an effective and comprehensive visualization and
communication of the results, ultimately enhancing the SA final user’s understanding.
The famous quote by R. Hamming, according to whom “the purpose of (scientific) computing
is insight, not numbers”, clearly has a point.

6. Conclusions

SA turns out to be a crucial tool for effectively assessing the sensitivity behavior of
today’s increasingly complex power systems, which have been defined as “the largest and
most complex machine ever devised by man” [235]. Nonetheless, the enormous potential of
SA within the power system modeling community is far from being fully realized yet,
with inappropriate practices still persisting while practically performing SA. In view of the
significant societal impact of many power system applications (e.g., long-term investment
planning, network reliability and security, etc.), the identification of methodological pitfalls
(potentially connected with skill gaps in the academic field of the energy sector, e.g., lack of
statistical training), the dissemination of best practices, and the development of discipline-
specific application examples might assume a critical role also in the context of re-training
educational programs with the aim of fostering energy transition (such as the European
Projects ASSET [236] and EDDIE [237]). With this in mind, this paper intended to bridge the
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gap between SA (as a discipline on its own) and the power system modeling community
via three main actions:

1. The status quo of SA within the power system community was reviewed via a sys-
tematic bibliometric study. Results showed that local SA is often the preferred choice
(perhaps due to its inherent simplicity and long tradition or because of the “destructive
honesty” of global SA [21]), but it is sometimes improperly adopted. An encouraging
increasing trend of research works applying global SA has emerged, however, in
the last decade. Nonetheless, a few wrong beliefs and systematic downsides still
remain regarding SA: admitting their existence might be the foremost step towards
an attempt to improve the situation;

2. An introductory overview to getting started with the most widely adopted SA tech-
niques was presented and detailed references were reported for promoting the user’s
further engagement with the SA topic: being aware of the tremendous possibilities
offered by the rich set of available SA techniques and understanding their underlying
assumptions represent a crucial step for reaching a responsible use of SA. Knowing
the merits, downsides, and applicability boundaries of each technique is in fact of
paramount importance during the quest of the most suitable SA method to employ
for the problem at hand. Moreover, awareness of the “behind-the-scenes” of each
SA method might avoid the dangerous bad practice to adopt SA methods for re-
search questions other than those for which the specific technique has been originally
developed;

3. A step-by-step and ready-to-use tutorial was presented to illustrate the global SA
general workflow, with a description of recommended steps, critical aspects, and
user-oriented hints. An up-to-date list of openly available software tools in the most
common programming languages for running SA was also furnished to ultimately
promote the integration of SA and its election as a routine “ingredient” of the power
system modeling activity.

SA might be timewise and resourcewise demanding, though highly informative if
performed appropriately: the argument according to which full information is more expensive
than partial information often motivates the reluctance for a routine uptake of SA best
practices. With respect to this widespread way of thinking, the final message of this paper
is that partial information can be harmful though: the impact of misleading results in the
decision-making process—due to an incomplete or inappropriate SA—should always
be considered by the user. Interestingly, the only “real” price to pay for carrying out a
methodologically sound SA is often just the cost of learning specific SA techniques, but the
benefit would be eternal.
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AAT All-At-a-Time
Cov covariance
CSM Contribution to the Sample Mean
CSV Contribution to the Sample Variance
∆+

i y, ∆−i y sensitivity measures of the Tornado diagram
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DC Direct Current
DoE Design of Experiments
E expected value
EE Elementary Effect
hi sensitivity measure of the one-way sensitivity analysis
K number of model inputs
LHS Latin Hypercube Sampling
µ̂i, µ̂∗i , σ̂2

i sensitivity measures of the Morris method
OAT One-At-a-Time
PCE Polynomial Chaos Expansion
PDF Probability Density Function
PEAR Pearson linear product moment correlation coefficient
R2

Y coefficient of model determination
S∂

i , Sσ
i sensitivity measures of the differential sensitivity analysis

Si first-order Sobol index
Sij second-order Sobol index
σ standard deviation
SA Sensitivity Analysis
SPEAR Spearman correlation coefficient
SRA Scalability and Replicability Analysis
SRC Standardized Regression Coefficient
U Uniform probability density function
UA Uncertainty Analysis
Ti total-order Sobol index
Var variance
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